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MEETING, MARRIAGE, AND STARTING A FAMILY 

 Heydon W. “Buck” Buchanan was born in Indianapolis, Indiana on Aug. 3, 1913.  
A fifth-generation Hoosier, he lost his parents early in life and finished high school at the  
Indiana Masonic Home for children in Franklin, Indiana. Buck went on to Indiana University  
at Bloomington, mostly working his way through school during the Great Depression. There,  
at age 19, he met fellow student Bernice Foy—the love of his life. At IU, he also took ROTC  
and earned a reserve commission upon college graduation in 1934. 

Buck never expected to be called to active duty. The U.S. had a very small army of about 
200,000 soldiers, and the nation was opposed to a larger force, especially during the Great  
Depression when poverty was rampant. There was almost no career opportunity in the army.  
The national mood was for isolationism, and there was no sign of impending war in 1934. 

When Buck and Bernice married in March 1938, they shared a love of life and each other 
and looked forward to having children and being together all their lives. Both descended from 
pioneer families in the Heartland, and they shared a devotion to service for family, community, 
and nation. Typical of the Depression conditions, their home was a bare little apartment with  
a wood-burning stove, but they were happy and hopeful. 

Eighteen months later, their joy was greatly increased with the birth of their daughter Ann. 
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“THIS IS THE ARMY, MR. JONES” 

 Germany and Russia invaded Poland on September 1, 1939—thus began WWII in 
Europe. That same day, General George C. Marshall became the U.S. Army’s Chief of Staff. 
Over thirty army officers had seniority over General Marshall, but President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
chose Marshall to build his army. Marshall was not only a most-respected staff and training  
officer but also a person of immense character and integrity.  He had earlier been chosen by 
General John Pershing as his aide, and Marshall’s reputation spread throughout the army.  
Now, FDR and he were responsible for the defense of the nation, and both were certain that  
war was coming. The German Blitzkrieg conquered their neighboring European countries one  
by one as surprise German air bombardments were quickly followed  by the very professional 
German army—the Wehrmacht combined with Blitzkrieg.   
 On April 19, 1941, Buck was called to active duty and given an induction physical in 
Anderson, Indiana and then reported for duty at Ft. Benjamin Harrison—the gathering point. 
From there, he was sent to Camp Livingston, Mississippi for his first post as an infantry platoon 
leader. Then, he was transferred to Camp Beauregard, Louisiana. 
 Buck was about to meet his destiny, and he was up to the task at hand.  His ROTC  
records noted abilities and leadership qualities. In addition, he had stayed in very good physical 
condition after being a Golden Gloves boxer. Yet, he had no idea what a serious road lay ahead.  
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THE “GREAT LOUISIANA MANEUVERS” 

 Part of building an army required maneuvers and war games. The “Great Louisiana  
Maneuvers” was the granddaddy of them all and involved 500,000 soldiers and 19 divisions  
divided into two armies designated as the Red and Blue armies. In the late summer of 1941,  
the rural population of Louisiana was often entertained by seeing all the military activity.  
The 3,400 square miles of the maneuvers were flea- and tick-infested, and coral snakes were 
soon to be discovered in Louisiana. That discovery was made when an exhausted soldier  
entered his sleeping bag late one night and was found dead in the morning. Later, as they  
emptied the sleeping bag, the coral snake fell out. 
 Some of the army generals involved in the maneuvers were George Marshall, Ben Lear, 
Lesley McNair, Joseph Stilwell, and Walter Krueger. Some lower-ranking officers in the exercises 
who became generals were Eisenhower, Patton, Bradley, Clark, and Collins. 
 To the right are records of that time and the maneuvers. A Louisiana state historic marker 
summarizes the maneuvers, and Buck saved a military newspaper of the moment.  The two other 
junior officers in one photo seem casual as they point to the strategy map… as though it’s all  
not quite real. (Also, note the Calvary hats worn then.)  Regarding the maneuvers, General  
Marshall’s message was clear, "I want the mistakes made down in Louisiana, not over in Europe. 
If it doesn't work, find out what we need to make it work." 
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Ann meets the newly-designed U.S. Army jeep —  
a remarkable vehicle. 

Last Christmas together (1941) before Buck ships overseas. 

Bernice and Ann head to Louisiana. 

V Army Corps Combat Intelligence School 
Staff. Buck standing, second from right. 

V  ARMY CORPS BUILDS AN INTELLIGENCE BRANCH 

 As General Eisenhower wrote in Crusade in Europe (Doubleday & Co. 1948), “Within the 
War Department a shocking deficiency that impeded all constructive planning existed in the field  
of intelligence. …Between the two World Wars no funds were provided with which to establish  
the basic requirement of an Intelligence system….  Despite some technical training in battlefield  
reconnaissance and Intelligence, the broader phases of the work were almost completely ignored. 
We had few men capable of analyzing intelligently—a far-flung organization of fact finders.” 
 So began the V Army Corps Combat Intelligence School.  Buck and nine other officers were 
chosen as the staff and were charged with developing a comprehensive system of intelligence for 
the new army’s needs. They worked day and night, often beyond midnight, as the tremors of war 
grew closer and closer. Several months after the Louisiana maneuvers, a sudden spark brought 
what all had expected in one form or another—Pearl Harbor had been attacked on December 7, 
1941. Three days later, Germany declared war on the United States. The U.S. was suddenly at 
war and on two fronts. 
 In the fall of 1941, the Buchanan family of three was living in Louisiana while Buck served 
on the Intelligence Staff.  After the strike at Pearl Harbor, they must have well-imagined that this 
would be their last Christmas together….soon to be another family torn apart by war. One thing for 
sure is that they were determined to share as much love and fun as possible in their allotted time—
whatever days remained to them. 
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“GOODBYE DARLING” 
                   May 10th 1942       Sunday noon 
My darling: 
 In just a few minutes now, I guess we will be on our way.  I have been on the verge of shedding a few tears ever   
since It was announced. Not so much because I don’t want to go, but mainly because I hate so much to leave you and the baby.   
So , if this brief goodbye is tear-stained, I’m sure you will know the reason why. 
 Possibly it is my imagination, but it seems that we have been more devoted to each other than most couples.  I suppose 
that is true, not only because of the baby, God bless her, but also because we have been through so many storms together and 
have managed to come out on top.  As far as I’m concerned, this war will be just another one of those storms, and when it is all 
over, we’ll start out together again. 
 I don’t know where we are going, but wherever it is, I’ll be thinking of you and the baby constantly.  I don’t want you to 
worry about me, because I’ll be back.  And when I do get back to you, all of this will seem like a bad dream. You know, in spite  
of all this, we still have so much to be thankful for. We have eight years of a lot of memories that for some reason keep running 
through my head. I remember the night I put my pin on you, and not but a few weeks later when your mother came out on the  
porch late one night and asked me if I knew what time it was (when we could see the clock in the Student Bldg. a mile away). 
 I remember the nights we were dancing at Hofflins Camps down at Franklin, picnics with Bill and Evalene, the night we 
were married, football games with Marion and Gwen, and the night the baby was born.  No matter where I am, I expect to relive  
all those times.  They will be something to hang onto when the going gets tough as I know it will be without you and the baby. 
 I’m sure you know that I have always been very much in love with you.  It’s true that at times I haven’t been outwardly  
affectionate but deep down inside, you have always been very much a part of me.  I suppose that is what makes it so hard  
to say goodbye. 
 Take care of the baby, darling.  I hope she will recognize me when I get back home. I hope you can take her down  
to see Ethel occasionally as I know how much she would appreciate it. 
 Goodbye darling.  Keep smiling.  I’ll miss you terribly.  
                                                                                                      Buck  
I’d give anything to call you up and talk to you just a few more minutes.  I would probably bawl like a baby so it is just  
as well  that I can’t.       I love you,  Buck 

In January 1942, small portions of V Army Corps began to 
move cross-country before shipping out to the unknown.  
Buck was in for more training at a new school established at 
Harrisburg, PA for Army Air Corps Photo Recon. and Inter- 
pretation—a further specialization in Intelligence. Constance 
Babington details much of that new art in her book Evidence 
in Camera. As she wrote of the teachers and their first stu-
dents, “They were all enthusiasts, and so were their pupils—

hand-picked men including a number of 
peacetime architects.” 
After the course at Harrisburg, Buck moved on to Ft. Dix 
where he would have some weeks before an unknown  
departure date. Bernice and Ann joined him there, living 
off-post with another army family. Departure time was so 
secret that they didn’t know each evening if he would be 
coming home…until one evening he didn’t return. His 
unit—almost 10,000 soldiers—moved quickly to New York 
for the next day’s voyage. Just before leaving Ft. Dix, 
Buck wrote the letter shown at left with text shown above. 

Buck was gone. The Odyssey had begun. There were dragons to be slayed. 
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THE DEADLY NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN—1942 

 While he didn’t know his ship’s destination, Buck did know they would be crossing the 
North Atlantic—currently a very active battleground and mass graveyard for ships, sailors, sup-
plies, submarines, submariners, and soldiers in transit. The combination of German battleships 
and U-Boats ruled the Atlantic and Mediterranean waters. During the course of the war, the  
Germans sank thousands of allied ships* and millions of tons of allied shipping.* The German 
military strategy was to stop all supplies—food, oil,  weapons, vehicles, and soldiers—from 
reaching England…to search out and destroy all allied ships, and to basically starve England  
into submission and surrender. Buck’s Atlantic crossing was during the most deadly six-month 
period of the ocean war—from January through June 1942. During those months, one thousand  
allied ships and 4.1 million tons of shipping were destroyed and sunk by the German navy.*  
(*World at War, BBC, 1974) 
 These U.S. soldiers disappeared without notice to their families. Their letters home were 
mailed on May 11th—the day after they secretly shipped out from Ft. Dix. It was an historic  
voyage in terms of the size of the U.S. deployment and the number of passengers onboard.  
Including the crew, the roster was over ten thousand people. 
 A few days later, Bernice and Ann took the train back to her parents’ home in South Bend, 
Indiana where they would live for the duration of the war. Her first letter to Buck overseas was 
written on May 16th.    
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SUDDEN DEPARTURE—INTO THE DEADLY NORTH ATLANTIC 

May 11, 1942. Buck sailed into the night, destination unknown.  1942 was the deadliest year for allied ships as 
U-boats were always waiting to make new kills. It was an historic voyage in that the ship carried over 10,000 
people, including the crew. The Queen Mary had recently been converted to a troop ship. Painted battle gray 
and cutting through the water fast and silently, she was known as “The Gray Ghost.” It was reported that Hitler 
put a high bounty (over 250,000 Deutsche Marks) on the ship, and a U-boat commander would gain great fame 
if he could sink her. Five days later, they arrived in Northern Ireland.  
 
 May 24th – Sunday morning. Buck wrote, “My darling:   This is my first experience in writing a letter that is to 
be read by somebody else—namely the censor—before you get it…. I enjoyed the trip over very much. We 
came over on a dandy ship. (I can’t tell you the name but will when the war is over.) During the early part of the 
voyage, the sea was quite calm, but it did manage to roughen up a bit. A few were quite sea sick, but I man-
aged to keep in the best of fettle. It got to be funny though—you would see somebody start to take a bite of 
food, and then very quickly put it back down and more quickly yet, head for the door…. By the end of the trip, 
we were tired of watching the ocean so it really was quite a thrill the morning we sighted land…. Upon debark-
ing, we were taken to our quarters here in Northern Ireland. I was quite glad that we were to be stationed here, 
though, because I have always wanted to come to Ireland, possibly under a little different circumstance, but 
half a loaf is better than none at all.” (My underscore.) 
 
This last statement represents Buck’s, as well as Bernice’s, character—accepting what the situation is and 
making the best of things, keeping a sense of humor. That attitude represented many in their generation and 
especially for the people from the Heartland—to do what they had to; to learn what they could from their sur-
roundings and actions; represent character and country well; and then come home. In Buck’s case, he immedi-
ately fell in line with the common cause of all the allied soldiers and civilians. 

Left: The RMS Queen Mary  
in her World War II dress of  
battleship gray, arriving in  
New York.   

Below is the troopship crossing 
data which was released some 
time after the war ended.  

  (Photo: U.S. Navy – June 20, 1945) 

Right: Two menus 
 Buck saved from the 

 last day of the voyage.  
The Americans were 

 welcomed with excellent 
food and warm feelings 

 as they joined the alliance 
and the odyssey. 
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DISCOVERING NORTHERN IRELAND 

May 24, 1942 – Sunday morning. Buck continued, “Where we are stationed is really quite beautiful with trees, 
grass, and shrubbery being a deep green, much like the blue-grass country in Kentucky in the spring. Most of 
the country houses are whitewashed with thatched roofs. The countryside is much more serene than it is at 
home. The absence of big trucks and tractors tends to make the farms look like storybook farms…. The people 
are quite nice, especially as you get better acquainted with them. They accent differently than the British and 
the Americans. I was quite fortunate in being billeted (living in a private home)…. I showed the landlady your 
and the baby’s picture, and she thought you were both quite lovely, a sentiment that I have held since the night I 
met you and which the passing years have only seemed to enhance. I really mean that…. Things over here are 
strictly rationed now—a scarcity unknown by Americans.  The money system is very different with ½ penny, 
penny, pence, shilling, half crown, and a pound. Kiss the baby for me and tell her to be a good girl. Have you 
started her in Sunday School yet up there?  I hope so as she seemed to enjoy it so much. Give my best to the 
family.   With lots of love,  Buck.” 

May 31, 1942 – Sunday morning. Buck wrote, “I probably didn’t tell you in my last letter that many of the fami-
lies here in Northern Ireland originally came from Scotland, and as a consequence, the place is filthy with  
Buchanans. So, from that respect, I feel right at home. I understand that the Buchanans are one of Scotland’s 
oldest families and are very much in repute. ‘As it should be,’ as Bunting used to say…. I had a rather  
interesting evening the first of the week. Major Stevens and I took a ride into Belfast….” 
 Buck didn’t write about the bomb damage in Belfast by the Luftwaffe, probably not wanting to worry  
Bernice. He did write that he was anxious to receive a letter from her. She wrote the same to him. Mail was  
taking three to four weeks between the U.S. and Ireland, if it arrived at all due to the U-boats sinking so many  
ships. That added to anxiety for soldiers and their families. Buck closed his letter with “Kiss the baby for me.  
I hope it won’t be long before I can do it myself.  All my love, Buck.”      
 Yet, it would be almost three years before he would see Bernice and Ann again. 

Buck 

Commanding General 
Russell P. Hartle 



ON THE HOME FRONT (INDIANAPOLIS AND SOUTH BEND) 
Like Buck, Bernice hadn’t received any letters from him or notice of his arrival.  She worried as he did. 

June 1, 1942.   “Dearest Buck,  I keep wondering where you might be and if you were sick going over, and lots of 
things. I’ll feel better when I know you’ve landed safely, but I can’t help worrying even after I receive the card you 
spoke of. I wouldn’t be surprised if I have gray hair when you get back…. The baby and I just came back this after-
noon from Indianapolis.  Next week, the buses begin the 40 mph limit. On Saturday night, we went to Riverside. Ann 
rode on the baby merry-go-round and airplanes all by herself. How I wished you were there. She was so happy and 
she would wave to us as she went by. Then she took a ride on a pony and in the motor boat with Ethel and Marion. 
We sat down to wait for Dal to bring the car to the gate and all of a sudden Ann said, “Where’s Daddy?”  I guess she 
had remembered her other ride on the merry-go-round and thought you should be there, too.  I said, “Now, you know 
where daddy is, don’t you?”   “Out to camp,” she said. I’ve never said anything different.  (How to explain war to a 2½ 
-year-old?) 
 “A week ago last Saturday, Mother, Ann, and I drove up to Grandma’s (Tampico, IL). She was so pleased 
that we came. Ann loved Grandma’s bathroom---the outdoors one, you know. I would ask her if she wanted to go to 
the bathroom, and she would ask, ‘Outdoors?’ I would say, ‘Yes.’  ‘O.K., let’s go,’ she would say.  Now, I’ll tell you 
the reason. There was a little hole out there for children, and she loved to help herself. It also—guess what—made a 
lot of noise, and she would say, ‘Listen to me, Mommy.’ She was always coming to me and saying, ‘May I go to the 
bathroom?’ And she did go by herself lots of times. She was so proud of the fact…. Grandma has a nice little house 
and is pretty well. I should say really well, especially for anyone who hand mows the grass every week and takes 
care of a big garden at age 79. (Born during the Civil War.) 
 “I’m thinking of finding some kind of work, Buck. I simply have to keep busy. Mother has offered to watch 
Ann. Since you mentioned it before, I know you will think it’s alright. I certainly wouldn’t want to if I had to 
leave Ann in a stranger’s care. I wouldn’t do that. She means too much to us.    All our love,  Bernice & Ann.” 

Ann— 
Buck and 

 Bernice’s pride 
and joy… almost 

three years old 
here. Her dad 

had been over-
seas for three 
months at this 

point. It would be 
three years 

 before she saw 
him again. 

Bernice, Buck and Ann – August 1941 
At the time of the Great Louisiana  
Maneuvers and the U.S. Army formation. 

Grandma Pet – Bernice’s 
grandmother (Ann’s great- 

grandmother) and a person 
much loved in Tampico, 

 Illinois and beyond. Pioneer 
stock, she was born during the 
American Civil War and found 

great joy in life, especially 
when she was working. 

 She wrote to Buck several 
times during his years over-

seas, notably on his birthday 
and at Christmas. 

Grandma Pet 
and husband 

Grandpa 
 Milton Foy 

Tampico, Illinois 



A SUDDEN CHANGE—THE NEXT CHAPTER IN ENGLAND 
June 20, 1942 -- Saturday evening.    “My darling:  You will probably be quite surprised to hear that your favorite 
husband is now in England. I was very fortunate in being detailed over here to school for some special work, 
and I have certainly enjoyed it so far. The school is located in a very lovely little town called Matlock which is a typi-
cal story-book English village. It is located in a deep valley between two high hills, on one of which the school is lo-
cated. The school is being held in a building similar to French Lick and was used for the same purpose before the 
war…. Due to censorship, I can’t give you much detail on the school.” [Buck’s cryptic reference to a building in 
French Lick refers to a therapeutic hot springs resort in Indiana as was Smedley’s Hydro in Matlock.] 
 “This part of the country is especially rich in history. Mary, Queen of Scots, was imprisoned in a nearby cas-
tle before proceeding to London to have her head chopped off. Bonnie Prince Charlie and his army were quartered 
in a nearby town. Florence Nightingale came from a town that is within a stone’s throw, etc., etc. I took a walk last 
night and ran into a small cemetery in which many of the tombstones date back to the 1600s, which, I might add,  
are considered somewhat recent over here.” 

The class was shifted to Matlock from Sandhurst Military Academy because of the Luftwaffe’s bombing in 
and around London. The course of instruction was in photographic intelligence—photo recon. and photo interpreta-
tion.  Buck had been in the initial class in Harrisburg, PA in April 1942. Constance Babington Smith wrote of that first 
class as “hand-picked.” (And, in the advanced Matlock class, he was one of two Americans chosen to attend.)  
Ms. Babington Smith was a British WAAF with a strong background in photo interpretation. She came over to help 
the Americans get started. She later wrote an excellent history of the subject in her book—“Evidence in Camera.”  
The classes in Matlock were more advanced than those in Harrisburg, and the student population represented a 
broad geography of allied nations—perhaps the first aligned “United Nations.” 

Camaraderie through sharing of serious, common purpose set a very positive and determined atmosphere.  
“My roommate is a lieutenant in the Polish army—an especially nice lad. He’s had a trying time in that he 

hasn’t seen his wife and family since the German invasion of Poland three years ago. He doesn’t have any idea how 
they are, etc. I don’t suppose I should feel like complaining compared to him and his family’s experience.” 

Photo Intelligence course at Matlock, Derbyshire, England in June-July 1942. Course was held at  
Matlock instead of Sandhurst Military Academy because of Luftwaffe bombing in London area. 
Buck is in front row, far right. Front row, second from left is well-known British novelist Evelyn Waugh. 



DESTINY CALLING—LONDON, EISENHOWER, AND THE AMBASSADOR 

June 20, 1942.  Buck continued, “I’m going to London for the Fourth, to an embassy party for American 
Officers. Naturally, I am quite anxious to see it. My only regret is that you aren’t here to see it with me.” 
On June 23rd, General Eisenhower arrived in London as commanding general of the newly-formed Euro-
pean Theater of Operations.  Buck and the other officers were probably being invited to the Fourth of July 
party at the American Embassy to meet General Eisenhower and each other, considering that they soon 
would be working together in the war. Ike was skilled at recognizing military talent, and this gathering 
would give him the opportunity to evaluate these officers—as military men and as partners in the Anglo-
American alliance.  Eisenhower stressed that the only hope of the allies winning this war was to have a 
strong Anglo-American alliance. Generals Marshall and Eisenhower, and President Roosevelt could see 
beyond the war to the need for an effective United Nations to defuse these international eruptions. Buck 
just naturally understood that philosophy and was a willing ambassador in making local friendships with 
the military allies and civilians. He liked to billet with families when possible—to know them and share the 
restricted diet they faced. For him, that was part of what the alliance meant. Case in point—Buck wrote 
home from England, “I noticed a comment by Mrs. Roosevelt on her return to the states that she could 
never look another Brussels sprout in the face.  It was rather funny to me as it is true we have them twice 
a day. You expect to get them twice a day, and you eat them twice a day. Evidently, they are quite nour-
ishing—at least, I seem to thrive on them. However, I do wish there were several more ways they could 
be prepared.”     

June 29, 1942 – U.S. Army V Corps HQ, Northern Ireland, the Intelligence Commanding Officer wrote 
Buck, “My dear Buck:  This is just a “scribble” to let you know your letter was received and much  
appreciated.  I read it with much interest, then circulated it to the officers of the section.  We are very busy 
here—so learn a lot and—hurry back.    Sincerely, T.E. Haley, Colonel, General Staff Corps”  

Left—Class out work-
ing on a field problem. 

 Right—Students 
studying photos 

through stereoscopes. 
These were invaluable 
tools in photo interpre-

tation. For one thing, 
They could gauge 

depth by measuring 
shadows, subse-

quently  determining 
real structures as 

 opposed to decoys. 

Buck 

Matlock class group photo after they finished 
lunch at “The Cat and Fiddle” and were on 

their way to an RAF base to do more flying for 
the Photo Reconnaissance portion of their 

training (July 1942). 

 Buck writes, “The student body is quite cos-
mopolitan, and we have officers from the Pol-

ish, Belgian, Norwegian, Canadian, English, 
Scottish, and American Armies. All of them 
are very nice lads, and I certainly am glad I 

had the chance to become acquainted 
with so many of them.”   

This was a gathering of United Nations on a 
just cause and optimistic about the outcome.    



BACK TO ENGLAND—THEN, ORDERS TO JOIN OPERATION TORCH 

The Fourth of July gathering in London also gave Buck a chance to meet Ambassador Winant—a most important 
member of the Anglo-American alliance and one far more respected than previous Ambassador Joseph Kennedy. 

July 11, 1942 – Buck wrote Bernice, “As long as I’m working and can manage to keep busy, I’m perfectly alright, but 
the minute I begin to get a little freedom, my mind begins to wander to Indiana. I stopped in a pub with some other 
American officers last Saturday night to drink a beer, and the band kept insisting on playing “Back home again in 
Indiana” which certainly didn’t help matters. Wish you were here. ” 

July 20, 1942 – Buck wrote, “Our course ends today, and I’ll be on my way back to Ireland. I have certainly met a lot 
of fine young men during my stay here, and I sure hope it will be possible to continue the friendships after the war. 
I’m anxious to get my grade for the course since the material was all new to me. (Buck’s grade for the course was 
“Very Satisfactory,” just below “Distinguished.”) 

July 24, 1942 – Buck wrote, “My Darling:  Well, here I am, back in Ireland again. I certainly enjoyed my stay in Eng-
land, but I’m also quite glad to be back again with my own kith and kin, so to speak. Had a nice trip coming back ex-
cept for a pretty rough crossing. Came pretty near getting sick but managed to avoid it.” 

August 14, 1942  – Buck wrote, “Hello Darling:  I feel quite good. I had to make a talk before the Corps on Photo 
Intelligence, and I was quite worried as to how it would go over. However, it went over with a bang. Several of the 
officers said it was one of the best lectures they had ever heard, and the Colonel was particularly pleased.” 

September 15, 1942 – Buck wrote, “Well, the mail finally came in, received four letters from you. Darling, I won’t 
have time to answer them now. I have just received orders transferring me to London, and I have just a few minutes 
to get my stuff together, get my work closed up and get going. Will write when settled in….” 

September 26, 1942 – Buck wrote, “Quite fortunately, I have been transferred to ALLIED FORCE HEAD-
QUARTERS. The Colonel came over and brought me with him.”  Buck was now working on Operation Torch. 

Operation Torch— 
November 8, 1942 
Allied invasion of 
North Africa at  
Casablanca, Oran, 
and Algiers. 

As reported in three  
newspapers in London, 
where Operation Torch 
was principally planned. 
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OPERATION TORCH—A FEW DAYS BEFORE AND SIX WEEKS AFTER 

 On November 5, 1942, three days before Operation Torch, General Eisenhower (Ike) moved part of his  
staff from the London area to Gibraltar which was closer to the three Torch landing sites—Casablanca in Morocco 
plus Oran and Algiers in Algeria. Ike told his driver/special friend Kay Summersby in England, “You’ll be following us.  
It will probably be a month or so before the situation is stabilized.” (Past Forgetting, 1975, p. 98.)         

Nov. 5, 1942 -- Buck wrote Bernice, “My darling:   Your paragraph about the blackout kinda tickled me. If you want to 
see what a blackout is like, you ought to see one in London on a foggy night. You can’t see a thing except for the 
occasional flash of a torch (flashlight) by someone who has bumped into a lamp pole or a building. There are so 
many accidents—people get hit by busses, automobiles collide, etc. If it is really quite foggy out, then it is quite dan-
gerous to be out unless you have a torch to see where you are going. Of course, they have very severe regulations 
governing the use of torches, and the one I have (the military flashlight) is far too powerful to use unless I hold my 
hand over the lens.” 

 Kay Summersby also wrote about driving in the deadly combo of fog and black-out. She had gone to pick 
up Ike at the train station because the fog was too thick to land a plane. “The busses were proceeding at a walk. Lit-
erally: most of them were being led by a man going ahead on foot carrying a lantern. I would have to stop every now 
and then, get out, and scuffle around with my feet to find the curb.” 

Nov. 27, 1942 -- Buck wrote, “I went to a special Thanksgiving ceremony at Westminster Abbey. U.S. Ambassador 
Winant [who was much loved by the English] gave the President’s proclamation. Then the thousands in attendance 
sang “America the Beautiful” and the Doxology. It was very moving. ” 

Dec. 11, 1942 -- Thousands of  British and American soldiers with about 300 Scottish nurses, 35 American nurses 
and the rest of Ike’s staff were boarding the SS Strathallan at Gourock, Scotland to sail to North Africa during the 
most dangerous six months of U-boat/submarine attacks during the entire war. Buck also sailed with that portion of 
Ike’s staff which included Kay Summersby. 

Regarding that historic 1942 Thanksgiving celebration, the Wall Street Journal wrote:  

“The most dramatic ceremony was in London's Westminster Abbey, where English kings  
and queens have been crowned for centuries. No British government had ever permitted any ritual on  

its altar except the prescribed devotions of the Church of England. But on Nov. 26, 1942, they made an 
exception for their American cousins. The English were dubious at first but slowly realized  

they were being invited to share in something very special.” 

Buck wrote to Bernice the morning after  
Thanksgiving: 

 “Well, how did Thanksgiving go? Personally, we 
had a most enjoyable day over here. The ser-
vices at the Abbey were very impressive. They 
lasted about an hour and included a short ser-
mon by an Army Chaplain, the reading of the 
President’s proclamation by Ambassador Winant, 
some selections by a soldiers’ choir, and a cou-
ple of selections by everybody—America the 
Beautiful, and the Doxology. Incidentally, I was 
sitting over the tomb of ‘O Rare Ben Jonson’  
during the services. 

Kiss the baby for me and say hello to the 
folks…and remember that I love you an awful lot. 
   Lots of love,     Buck” 

BEN JONSON 
Ben Jonson (1573-1637), 
dramatist and poet, is the 
only person buried in an 
upright position in  
Westminster Abbey. 

The U.S. Army choir  
at the 1942 
Thanksgiving service. 

U.S. Army Cpl. Heinz 
Arnold warms up the 
pipes in London's 
Westminster Abbey. 

Inside Westminster Abbey. 
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VOYAGE TO AFRICA—SEVERE STORMS & A DEADLY TORPEDO 

Dec. 12, 1942 – The SS Strathallan set sail, and a few days later the storm began. The ship’s captain had never seen 
such a storm in his thirty years on the ocean, and the tempest continued for five days and nights until they reached 
Gibraltar. LIFE magazine photographer Margaret Bourke-White later wrote, “Our convoy was large, and I was on the 
flagship with over 5,000 soldiers, nurses, and crew. The waves piled up in rising cliffs, sixty feet high, with spume 
blowing off like snow in a blizzard. Down in the trough, you felt you would never see the sky again. Someone said, 
‘The storm is lucky. We don’t have to worry about getting torpedoed in a sea like this’.”  They passed through the 
Straights of Gibraltar into the calmer Mediterranean. That night they had a farewell party since they would be landing 
the next day. They were up past midnight. 

Dec. 21, 1942, about 2 a.m. – The torpedo struck the engine room, and the lights went out. People worked to find 
their lifeboat stations in the dark. It was a long way up for the soldiers down on G deck. The torpedo splash had 
flooded the lifeboats, and that required loosening plugs to drain them. Margaret B-W was on lifeboat No. 12 and 
wrote, “Just as we had created a small margin between ourselves and the big ship, down came lifeboat No. 11 with 
its load of British nurses. Its crew had been unable to replace the plug properly, and it filled to the gunwales. A couple 
of dozen sisters (nurses) were washed over the side. Among those we rescued was a nurse hanging on a raft. Her 
face was grotesquely covered with oil.” The rest of the convoy was required to keep going—to stop for the Strathallan 
was to draw more torpedoes from the U-boats, now thought to be a “wolf pack” (eight or twelve U-boats). Two British 
destroyers had stayed behind to drop depth charges in the area, and they warned the lifeboats, “Keep away from us! 
We’re dropping depth charges!”  
 Kay Summersby was also in lifeboat No. 12 and later wrote, “Tiny lights of other lifeboats and rafts bobbed 
on the water. We could hear occasional shouts. The sea was filled with soldiers swimming around aimlessly, yelling 
for help. Another collapsed at our feet and gasped, ‘Whole boat turned over when they lowered us down the side. 
Lots of nurses and officers drowned…’ A British destroyer came close by. A megaphone voice announced survivors 
would be picked up in the morning. Our neighborhood still was alive with U-boats, the voice explained; it would take 
hours to clear the area. The Mediterranean’s normal swell was churned into angry waves by hundreds of depth 
charges. Each bomb sent a volcanic explosion up in the air, then huge rings of waves, one after another. Our little 
lifeboat rocked and plunged.” 
 I have to assume Buck was still in the water hanging on to a piece of flotsam. (What must that have felt like?) 
Bernice thought Buck was still in England—he hadn’t written about shipping out for North Africa. 

The SS STRATHALLAN 
(Passenger Liner/Troop Transport) 1937-1942 
 (Visit http://www.thestrathallan.com/ for the incredible story.) 
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SS Strathallan—troopship torpedoed. Source: Heydon Buchanan. 

BUCK’S POST-TORPEDO RECALL OF EVENTS 
 Following the U-boat attack and the Strathallan’s mortal wound, Buck was in the water all night, absorbing the die-
sel fuel as well as that mixed with the salt water he swallowed as he struggled to stay afloat in the depth-charged sea. Arriv-
ing in Oran and then Algiers, Buck was sick for a few weeks with a bad cough, headaches, and fever.  He hadn’t been able 
to write home in well over a month, until mid-January.  

Feb. 1, 1943 – Bernice wrote, “Dearest Buck, Today we received your long letter of January 16th from Africa. Sally had al-
ready heard from Bob [her husband] that you showed up in Algiers without a change of clothing. That really worried  me. 
Cold chills go up and down my spine every time I think about it. Did you lose everything you had? [Yes.]  To know that you 
are sick in bed really alarms me. That’s just something that never happened to you. I hope you are strong again now. We 
love you lots and lots,  Bernice ” Buck couldn’t write about the Strathallan. The censor would cut it out. Even his return ad-
dress stayed unknown to Bernice as he now started his letters, “Somewhere in Northern Africa.” Finally, a few weeks later, 
he could share part of the episode. 

Feb. 21, 1943 – Buck wrote Bernice, “There are still many things I can’t tell you about it, but the ship we were on was hit 
and sunk by a torpedo. We had several noted personages on board including Margaret Bourke-White (the LIFE photogra-
pher), Peyton from Reader’s Digest, etc. Incidentally, Bourke-White proved to be a pretty nice gal and soon acquainted with 
nearly everybody on board. When the torpedo hit (which was quite a shock to put it mildly), the nurses all took to the life-
boats and most of the men were taken off later in a destroyer. We went over the side on a rope during which several things 
happened that I don’t think I will ever forget.” For one thing, he meant the overturned lifeboat on its way down and all the 
nurses falling into the sea with a number of them drowning. For another, he was assigned as a troop commander and had 
to go deep into the pitch black ship looking for survivors. The ship was listing downward, and everywhere he touched the 
metal was blistering hot from the explosion in the engine room. He was sure he was going to die, but finally he got out and 
over the side of the ship into the water. The ship kept rocking a lot due to the waves generated by the endless depth 
charges near them. Buck continued, “It was a beautiful ship and quite a tragedy that she had to suffer such a fate. It seems 
that after making a trip on a boat, you develop a certain amount of affection for her and that was certainly true in my case. It 
is just human nature, I suppose.” In Algiers, he bonded with many of the survivors. 

Location of U-boat attack  
on Strathallan.  

The SS Strathallan was struck by a torpedo from    
U-boat 562 on December 21, 1942 at 1:41a.m.   
U-562 was commanded by Horst Hamm. Kapitän-
leutnant (naval lieutenant, army captain) Hamm was 
commander during 8 of the 9 U-562 sea patrols, each 
averaging 30 days out. U-562 torpedoed the 
Strathallan on the sub’s 9th patrol. With that, the  
U-boat had sunk 6 Allied ships and damaged another. 
Less than 2 months later, on its 10th patrol, U-562 itself 
was sunk, by depth charges from British Destroyers. 
Lt. Hamm and the crew of 49 all drowned. 
(www.uboat.net)  

 “Those who live by the sword…” 

These two photos (right) show some of 
the survivors of the SS Strathallan after 
they were taken aboard British Destroy-
ers later in the day—December 21, 1942. 
Photographs by Margaret Bourke-White 
who was one of the surviving passen-
gers. Margaret probably sent these photo 
copies to Buck as they had developed a 
friendship onboard while he was troop 
commander. (He also had okayed her 
access to photograph from a certain por-
tion of the deck during the voyage.) 
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THE CASABLANCA CONFERENCE 
The Casablanca Conference was a meeting of the Allied leaders and their principal military advisors in Casablanca, 
Spanish Morocco from January 14-24, 1943. President Franklin Roosevelt from the U.S. and Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill from England met to determine the next military campaign, goals, and strategy for the western Allies.  
 Premier Josef Stalin from Russia didn’t attend due to the ongoing battle of Stalingrad—a massive struggle. 
He needed for the other Allies to start a second battle front in Europe as soon as possible, to take some pressure off 
the Russians who were on the brink of being conquered. The German Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe were destroying 
millions of Russian soldiers and civilians. The German blitzkrieg into Russia opened on June 22, 1941 on a 1,400-
mile front, and it was merciless in destruction. The vast battlefields were a living hell where both sides suffered  
without end. 

***** 
 Before discussing and deciding where the next Allied land battle campaign should occur, there was full 
agreement about the most immediate problem the Allies faced—the German U-boats (submarines) which controlled 
the North Atlantic and were destroying supply ships from the U.S. faster than they could be built. Over 1,500 Allied 
ships had been sunk in 1942 alone.* Without supplies, all campaign plans would be useless. Regarding the U-boat 
problem, important innovations were currently being developed by the U.S. and Britain. (*World at War, 1974.) 
 Then, the issue of the next Anglo-American land objectives was discussed. First priority was to finish the 
ongoing battles in North Africa.  British Eighth Army had already been fighting the Axis forces in North Africa for over 
two years when the Americans joined in Operation Torch—the November 8, 1942 amphibious landings. 

After North Africa, the U.S. military planners wanted to land in continental Europe via France in 1943 and 
drive straight to Berlin to stop the German war machine. The British opposed this strategy and made the case 
[rightfully so] that the U.S. plan was unrealistic due to the extensive German defense preparations already in France 
which the Germans had begun building soon after they conquered France in 1940. The British had lost a generation 
of soldiers on French and Belgian battlefields during World War I, and that was fresh in their minds. Fortunately,  
the U.S. agreed to wait on invading France until 1944. By conference end, it was agreed that Sicily would be the 
next objective. 

At the news conference following the Casablanca meeting, President Roosevelt made a spontaneous addi-
tional note to the reporters—that nothing less than full, unconditional surrender would be accepted by the Allies. 

Left:  Map reprinted from front page of the London “Daily Mail”  
November 9, 1942 – the day after Operation Torch began. 

Below: U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt (seated left) 
Prime Minister Winston Churchill (seated right) 

 and their principal military advisors at  the 
 Casablanca Conference – January  1943. 

Casablanca 
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FORCE 141 AND OPERATION HUSKY 
 Following the conference, General Eisenhower’s headquarters in Algiers (AFHQ) was ordered to accomplish 
the two land objectives. In this, American soldiers would be getting their first exposure to land combat with the Axis 
forces as the Allies continued to battle in North Africa for a few more months.  They would be joining the battle-
hardened British Eighth Army who had already been well-tested and were now driving Rommel toward Tunisia 
where the U.S. would play a part. The second order was to set up a planning group for the invasion of Sicily—
Operation Husky.  

Buck was now back in the picture. He hadn’t been able to write for five or six weeks due to being shipped 
out from Scotland to North Africa; then his ship was torpedoed on December 21; and finally he was in hospital for a 
couple of  weeks following his night in the ocean covered with diesel fuel and other toxics spewed from the sinking 
ship. In a letter home, Buck cryptically mentions an illness but couldn’t give the reason as he wrote, “Tuesday,  
January 19th, 1943 -- Somewhere in Northern Africa --   My Darling: …I am beginning to feel a little better now, thank 
goodness. I still have a rather nasty cough with headaches on and off during the day but the fever seems to be gone 
entirely except for a few minutes in the evening after dinner when I usually get a spell. I certainly felt rotten for a 
while though.” Word of the illness comes up again, when he mentions trying to learn French to communicate better 
with his landlady. “It is really not such a difficult language to learn providing you have the time to study and also  
providing you feel alright—which I haven’t for the past three weeks.” 
 In early February, Ernie Pyle arrived in Algiers and wrote a column on the regular Luftwaffe bombings.  
He said after the first bombings, the G.I.’s dug slit trenches just deep enough to lie down in during the air raids.  
He continued, “After each new raid, the trenches get deeper. Today, some of these trenches are more than eight 
feet deep.” Ernie said the officers were out digging their own, too. I have a newsprint photo of that cut out of a “Stars 
and Stripes” daily. It shows soldiers digging the fox holes. Buck wrote on the side, “You don’t have to tell a guy twice 
to do this.” On February 12, he wrote, “I saw Ernie Pyle today. He was amusing himself in a foxhole.” Ernie may 
have been writing the column about fox holes which Buck saved. The whole column has some funny comments. 

Also in early February, Buck was chosen to be on Force 141—the secret group Ike had created to do the 
planning for Operation Husky—the invasion of Sicily. Buck’s photo interpretation skills would play a role in all this. 

Buck had been chosen as an original member of Force 141 
when General Eisenhower formed the secret organization in 
February 1943. Including Buck was natural following his  
experience working on “Operation Torch.”  The number of 
the task force (141) was chosen because of the room  
number at the Hotel St. Georges outside of Algiers where  
the organization first met.  

Note the V-Mail below which Bernice sent Buck in  
February 1943. While it’s addressed to “Allied Force Hqtrs., 
A.P.O. #512,” someone in Algiers had added in pencil “141” 
as the new area of his work. In the past, “G-2” was added in 
pencil, indicating Intelligence Branch. Force 141 was a  
special group within G-2. 

The Cablegram below was sent by Bernice a few 
weeks later to send her love on their anniversary date— 
March 2nd. Again, the added pencil for “Hq Force 141.” 

Joining Force 141 brought Buck into close contact 
with the impressive General Sir Harold Alexander—the  
commander of all Allied ground forces in North Africa. 

Map of Sicily and 
Allied invasion of Sicily  

July 10, 1943 as resulted from 
Operation Husky and Force 141. 



THE KASSARINE PASS—AMERICAN SOLDIERS MEET BATTLE REALITY 
Simply put, and greatly understated, Americans soldiers were just not ready for combat at the early North African 
battles against the veteran German panzers and wehrmacht. The Americans were “green” and untested; also, 
they lacked proper training and leadership. On the other hand, the Germans were well-trained, motivated, battle-
hardened, well-led, and solid veterans of desert fighting. The U.S. Army’s II Corps under General Fredendall was 
facing General Guderian’s 10th Panzer Division (brought in from the Russian front) and Field Marshall Rommel’s 
21st Panzer Division—the famed Afrika Corps. The new American soldiers were hopelessly outmatched. 
 At the Tunisian battles for the Kassarine Pass (February 19-22, 1943), many American soldiers broke and 
ran away before the battle. Others started running away after the battle began, and they were killed or captured. Still 
others stood terrified and unable to move, and they were killed or captured. But there were also American soldiers 
who stayed in place and bravely fought the powerful Axis hordes coming their way, even though it cost their lives. 
 In a column about the American actions at Kassarine Pass, Ernie Pyle had written of “the awful nights of 
fleeing, crawling, and hiding from death” and the experience as “damned humiliating” and “a complete melee.” Yet 
he added, “You need feel no shame or concern about their ability. I have seen them in battle and afterwards, and 
there is nothing wrong with the common American soldier.” But there were problems with motivation and leader- 
ship by many of their officers. To be effective in combat required on-the-job training for everyone. Officers 
especially must have and demonstrate calm and confidence if they are to be effective leaders. 

The defeats were demoralizing for American soldiers and their confused leaders, even up to General  
Eisenhower who wasn’t sure what to do next. And, the defeats worried their Allies, notably the British Imperial  
forces who felt they just couldn’t depend on the Americans in combat. Some Allied troops referred to American  
soldiers as “Alice.” 

It was time to bring in a top Allied combat leader to remedy the mess. As Rick Atkinson wrote, “Into the  
muddle stepped a man orderly in appearance, thought, and deed. General [Sir] Harold Alexander arrived from Cairo, 
ready to lead all ground forces in Tunisia, as agreed at Casablanca.” (An Army at Dawn, page 375.)  Buck had  
recently been chosen to be on General Alexander’s staff, first as his aide. That assignment would have a profound 
effect on Buck’s life—during and after the war. Alexander was Britain’s most admired soldier and Churchill’s  
favorite general. 
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Insignia for U.S. II Corps Army, led by 
General Fredendall who had no real 
plan or policy. After the U.S. defeat  
at Kassarine Pass, Fredendall was 
replaced by General George Patton.  

Insignia for Rom-
mel’s 21st Panzer 
Division (superior 
desert-trained  
soldiers). 

ID symbol for the famed 
Afrika Corps. (In many 
countries it is illegal to 
display the swastika.) 

Insignia for 10th Panzer 
Division (brought in from 
the Russian front). 

Battles at Kassarine Pass and Sbiba Gap – February 19-22, 1943. 

U.S. Army 2nd Battalion,  16th Infantry Regiment marches 
through the Kasserine Pass and on to Kasserine and Farriana, 
Tunisia, moving forward after the defeat.    26 February 1943. 



GENERAL SIR HAROLD ALEXANDER 
 Battle defeats at the Kassarine Pass in Tunisia (Feb. 19-22, 1943) showed green American soldiers and 
their leaders how much they had to learn about combat. The initiation was terrifying for the soldiers and their lead-
ers, all the way up to Eisenhower who was discouraged, disheartened, and without a solution. Americans pay hom-
age to the Ike icon, but they should remember that as commander of the North African campaign he was basically 
doing “on-the-job” combat training like the American soldiers under his command. 
 It was time to bring in a seasoned, confident, and competent warrior/ leader—it was time for General Sir 
Harold Alexander (“Alex”).  Prime Minister Churchill called on him during especially tough fights, where defeat and 
catastrophe were real possibilities—Dunkirk, Burma, North Africa. As military historian and writer Rick Atkinson said 
of Alex, “He was Britain’s most admired soldier and Churchill’s favorite general. His combat record over thirty years 
rivaled Hector’s.” (Hector was the best of the ancient Trojan warriors in their long battle against the Greeks.) U.S. 
General Omar Bradley, later a five-star general and chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, considered Alexander and 
Rommel the two best military leaders from World War II. Brave, modest, humble, capable—Alexander was the man. 
 Eisenhower was also impressed with Alex from the start. Just back from Burma in summer 1942, Alex and 
Ike had lunch and a first meeting at Ike’s HQ in London—his first command position. After lunch Ike told his secre-
tary (Commander Harry Butcher, My Three Years with Ike), “That guy’s good! He should be Commander-in-Chief 
instead of me.” Eisenhower could recognize military talent and ranked it accordingly. 
 At the Casablanca Conference in January 1943, it was determined that General Alexander would take 
charge of all ground forces in Tunisia toward the end of February. At the time of the Kassarine defeat, he was in 
Egypt as commander of all British Imperial soldiers there. Back in Tunisia, he gave a candid and alarming report on 
the state of American soldiers there—they lacked effective leadership from bottom to top, and they lacked compre-
hensive training as to what they had to do as soldiers.  They needed to understand that it was now kill or be killed.  
 General Omar Bradley credited Alex with much of the U.S. Army’s combat training in North Africa. After Kas-
sarine, Alex designed that training starting with small battles for the U.S. units so they could gain some confidence. 

Through the call of destiny, Buck was chosen to be General Alexander’s aide at that time—February 1943.  

Make no mistake about it—General Sir Harold Alexander was a hero and role model who led an exemplary life. 
After WWII, U.S. Five-Star General Omar Bradley said Alexander and Rommel were the two best military leaders in WWII. 

“A General’s General.” 

That is how 

General Omar Bradley 

described Alexander. 

On September 14, 1942, Time Maga-
zine chose General Alexander for their 

cover. It was a month after Prime 
Minister Churchill had appointed  

Alexander and General Montgomery for 
the top two positions in the 

British Forces In North Africa.  
Six weeks after this cover, Alex was 

Montgomery’s commanding officer for 
the Battle of El Alamein in Egypt. 

Alexander often spoke of the need for a 
soldier to be physically and mentally fit 
for battle, from generals down through 

privates. In the film “Desert Victory,”  
he spoke and demonstrated Eighth 
Army’s training program in making  

soldiers “Fighting fit and fit to fight.”  
(Under cover photo right reads, 

“ALEXANDER OF EGYPT”.)   

Rick Atkinson (An Army at Dawn and Day of Battle) wrote 
that Alexander was “Churchill’s Hector”—the best of the 
Trojan warriors in their long war against the Greeks.  
Alexander had been in combat for many of his thirty years 
of military service prior to serving in WWII. He was selfless 
in devotion to the Allied cause, the same as General 
George C. Marshall was in the United States Army.  

Buck captioned the photo at right, 
“General Alexander and myself pay a visit on 

the President’s son—Elliott Roosevelt.” 
As a junior officer, Buck had recently been 

chosen from Ike’s staff to be Alexander’s 
aide—a good omen and a chance to learn 

from the master. Alex and Buck were also in 
the nucleus of Force 141, and both were 

General Staff in 15th Army Group. Regard-
less of his high rank and that he came from 

nobility, Alexander preferred to be known 
simply as “Alex”. 



Buck, Alex & Ernie 
Buck saved the column below 
which was one of the first stories 
Ernie wrote about Northern Ire-
land, where Buck and Ernie first 
met. Column is dated July 28, 
1942. Just like the U.S. Army, 
Ernie was practicing his trade be-
fore all shipped out to the war. Ernie 
was modest and shy, but he saw and 
reported with depth and soul.  

Ernie Pyle with tank crew,  
191st Tank Battalion, 5th Army,   
Anzio Beachhead, Italy, 1944. 
A lot of soldiers affectionately called Ernie 
“the old man,” and he was at age 43 and  
compared to them. “The old man” is also an  
informal designation used in referring to the 
commanding officer of a military unit. 

Plaque below at door of Indiana 
University School of Journalism 
where Ernie and Buck both 
learned the basics of writing. 
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ERNIE PYLE, BUCK, ALEX, AND A BOOK CONNECTING THEM ALL 

I’m going to share a story with you—a bit of World War II history unknown to other people regarding the title of Ernie 
Pyle’s classic account of Allied combat forces in Italy—Brave Men.  At the time the book was published in 1944, only a 
portion of the title’s origin was given in the preface. The reason I know the rest is because my father (Buck Buchanan) 
was the only witness to the event Ernie mentioned for the title. Please bear with me as I recall the relevant sequence of 
events. 

In the 1960s, I was looking through my father’s library for something to read. He handed me Brave Men by 
Ernie Pyle and said that Ernie was the ultimate World War II war correspondent. After recommending the book, he 
added, “Ernie was a good friend of mine. He was a funny little guy, maybe a hundred pounds soaking wet.” They had 
met in Northern Ireland when the U.S. Army was reforming itself from “V Corps Army” to “V Army” and the more spe-
cialized fighting and administrative units which started their crusade in Europe. Ernie was transitioning from roving U.S. 
journalist to international war correspondent. They had some shared background. (“We were both from Indiana. We 
had both gone to Indiana University. And we had both been editors of The Daily Student.”) Also, what Dad didn’t men-
tion or perhaps know, was that they both shared the same birthday (August 3rd), though Ernie was thirteen years older. 
From Northern Ireland onward, they covered the same road. They shared meals, played poker together, and talked 
about Indiana. In a letter to Bernice from “Somewhere in Northern Africa” on February 12, 1943—a week before the 
Kassarine Pass battles--Buck wrote: “…Incidentally, I just bumped into Ernie Pyle who was amusing himself in a fox 
hole. It was quite an enjoyable surprise seeing him again. It seems that our paths continually cross since leaving Ire-
land. I suppose he is the best-liked journalist in this theatre [of operations]—probably because he is such a nice gent.” 
They were in Algeria at the time. 

 Now I was reading Ernie’s tribute page which preceded the title, “I heard of a high British officer who 
went over the battlefield just after the action was over. American boys were still lying dead in their foxholes, their rifles 
still grasped in firing position in their dead hands. And the veteran English soldier remarked time and again, in a sort of 
hushed eulogy spoken only to himself, ‘Brave men. Brave men!’” As soon as I finished reading, my father spoke with a 
new power and inflection. “That was General Alexander, and I was standing right next to him when he said it!” As his 
aide, Dad was the only person with General Alexander at the time. Later, Dad shared the incident with Ernie who re-
corded the details and used General Alexander’s epitaph, first for a column head in N. Africa, then as title for his book 
on Italy—Brave Men.   

Destiny brought these three 
unique men together on 
multiple occasions. On one  such 
occasion—after the Kassarine 
Pass defeats—it established the 
title for Ernie’s most popular and  
powerful book— “Brave Men.” 
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Never can enough be written about this remarkable person. 
Fortunately for us he was an American, and he lived during 
a most crucial period of U.S. and world history.  As a man of 
immense integrity, as Army Chief of Staff, as Secretary of 
State, and as humanitarian in his design of the Marshall  
Plan, George C. Marshall was truly one of a kind. He mentored 
future leaders, among whom were Eisenhower and Omar Brad-
ley.  FDR consulted him on every military issue.  
Congress trusted him implicitly. Congressmen agreed,  
“’I f Marshall says he needs men, he does.”  Then added,  
“You can trust him.”  And, “In all gossipy Washington, no other  
man has been so little gossiped against as he; no other man  
stands so completely above factions and feuds.” 

General Marshall was committed to national service all his life. 

FDR and Truman were in awe of General Marshall's 
abilities and integrity. In later years, President Tru-
man was talking about Marshall and said, "I never 
met another man like George Marshall." Then, he 
added, "I doubt if I ever will meet another man like 
George Marshall." And, finally he said, "There may 
never be another man like George Marshall." 

Below: General Marshall and Major General Edward  
Almond (Commanding General, 92nd Division) pass by  
an honor guard as they enter a building. Mark Clark is in  
the background.  Viareggio, Italy — February 14, 1945. 

GENERAL GEORGE C. MARSHALL—U.S. ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF (1939-1945) 

Some years after WWII, Buck said, “In my opinion, General Marshall was probably the most brilliant man in 
the U.S. Army.” Buck certainly wasn’t alone in his assessment of Marshall’s capabilities.  President Franklin D.  
Roosevelt and VP Truman (later president) both held General Marshall in awe, as did much of the nation. FDR chose 
Marshall to build a military capable of fighting in WWII, and the general built the U.S. Army of 300,000 soldiers into 
8,000,000. FDR chose Marshall over thirty-four other generals who had more seniority because he knew that Marshall 
was the man for the job—a man for his time. He had been aide to the legendary General John Pershing in WWI.  
Even as a junior officer, Marshall was so renowned for his training abilities that some higher ranking U.S. Army offi-
cers said they would be willing to serve under him if he would train their units.  General Marshall would go on to serve 
as a mentor to Generals Eisenhower, Mark Clark, Omar Bradley, and others who had leadership roles in World War II.  
He kept a little black book with names of officers whom he felt had great potential. (In the post-WWII world of  
Washington, D.C., General Marshall further served as a mentor to Buck, but that comes later.) 
 Buck saw General Marshall in late January 1943 at Eisenhower’s HQ in Algiers. Eisenhower had asked  
General Marshall to come there after the Casablanca Conference to address U.S. officers about their friction with  
English officers.  There was a lot of hostility at the time, and Ike needed General Marshall’s authority, ability, and  
experience to address the problem. 

In recalling this meeting to me, Buck said there had been a number of fistfights and one or two officers had 
been shot and killed. Buck was sitting in the front row during the talk. General Marshall warned those present that  
if they were involved in fights or verbal hostility toward the English that they would be sent home. Most officers  
understood the shame and embarrassment they would experience if that happened. 

Following WWII, President Harry Truman (1945-52) requested General Marshall’s service as Envoy to China, 
then as Secretary of State, finally as Secretary of Defense. In 1953 George C. Marshall was awarded the Nobel 
Peace Prize for his work on the Marshall Plan which helped restore Western Europe from its war ruination. 
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GENERAL GEORGE C. MARSHALL (PART TWO) 
General Marshall’s warning to U.S. military officers in Algeria in January 1943 was followed by a news conference.  
 I have Buck’s recorded account of what followed. He mentioned it when showing me a photograph of Mar-
shall. Buck said, "That's George Marshall, Chief of Staff, the most brilliant man, probably, in World War II. He was 
coming in to brief the Allied command there [Algiers].  Eisenhower had sent him a rush telegram, urging him to visit 
our headquarters because so much friction had developed between the American and British officers. So, Marshall 
came in--it was six o'clock in the morning--I was sitting in the front row. We had at least forty newspaper correspon-
dents, but there were no seats so we had them all standing in the back. After Marshall told us that we had to get along 
or we were going to be sent home, he looked at those correspondents--by the way, this was written up in the Reader's 
Digest--he looked at those correspondents and said, 'Gentlemen, I'm terribly busy. I have to get on an airplane and 
meet with the King of England later today, but I'll allow each of you one question.' Then, to the first guy, the first corre-
spondent, he said, '’What's your name? What's your question?' And the guy said something like, 'I'm Bill Miller from 
the Australian Free-Dispatch, do you intend to send 300,000 rounds of small arms ammunition to Australia?' Then the 
correspondent sat down. And General Marshall went all the way around that room and let them all ask their questions; 
and they were tough questions, too, 'How many troops do you intend to bivouac in Ireland? Or do you intend to dis-
perse those in Southern England?' Marshall waited until all the questions had been asked, and he didn’t take any 
notes. Then he went back and started with the first guy, 'Mr. Miller, from the Free-Dispatch, yes, I do intend to send 
300,000 rounds of small arms ammunition to Australia, and it will probably be done within the next four days.' And he 
went on to answer every question. It so amazed everybody, so astounded people that he would attempt that."  
“Attempt” is a good choice of words here for if General Marshall had failed to recall even one of the questions, the  
effect would have been diminished.  

Sergeant Marvin Hackbarth* of the 34th Infantry Division (Ike’s Algerian HQ guards) later wrote of the event,  
"I wasn't in the room, but I talked with the reporters afterwards. There were over 40 reporters, and Marshall went 
around the room and allowed each of them to ask a question. Marshall didn't answer; he just listened and didn't take 
notes. When each one had asked his question, Marshall went around the room again and answered each question. 
The reporters were just shaking their heads. It was an incredible feat of memory."  
*http://www.mnlegion.org/paper/html/hackbarth.html 

SOLDIERS, INNOCENTS, AND ANTIQUITIES AWAIT THE COMING BATTLE. 

SOME OF BUCK’S ALLIED FRIENDS IN AND AROUND CAMP IN TUNISIA, 1943 (AWAITING THE AXIS FORCES). 

EISENHOWER’S TUNISIAN HQ 
WAS AT SOUK-EL-KHEMIS 

ANCIENT ROMAN RUINS PROVIDE A REST STOP FOR ALLIED SOLDIERS 
AS THEY DID OTHER ARMIES OVER THE PAST 2,000 YEARS. (TUNISIA, 1943) 

These are 
photos from 

Buck’s album. 
He wrote the 
captions at 
the time. 

 



THE TUNISIAN CAMPAIGN (PART 1) 
When the U.S. military forces arrived in North Africa during Operation Torch in November 1942, British Eighth Army 
had already been actively engaged in combat there against the Axis forces for two years in a series of battles taking 
the armies back and forth across the continent. In the latest drive by Rommel’s divisions, Eighth Army under General 
Auchinlek had been forced back to Egypt, to El Alamein--a whistle-stop on the coastal railway where the command 
had their best strategic location to stop and make their stand.  Rommel couldn’t outflank them because the ocean was 
on the North end of the British front and the Qattara Depression was on the South end—both impassable. That left the 
forty-mile front where the Axis and Allied armies would butt heads and attack with furor.  

The first battle of El Alamein lasted a month—July 1 through the 31st, 1942. Brutal, lengthy fighting which left 
both armies with high losses in men and materials. Both sides backed off to regroup. Rommel still carried the aura of 
being undefeatable, and there was discord among Eighth Army’s leaders, leaving the troops without a united plan. 
The Brits had their backs against the wall in numerous ways—the recent 80,000 British, Indian, and Australian troops 
surrendering in Singapore—the largest capitulation in British history—and the earlier withdrawal of Dunkirk. Now they 
faced the possible loss of Egypt and the Suez Canal and the Persian oil fields. 

In August 1942, Churchill appointed the command team which would change the course of everything—
General Bernard Montgomery to lead Eighth Army, and General Harold Alexander to lead and coordinate all services 
for the second battle of El Alamein. Montgomery was an excellent organizer and planner, and he subsequently gained 
the confidence of his army. Intense fitness training was implemented to prepare men for the battle and then the break-
out drive to Tunisia. 

Along the forty-mile front were Australian 9th Division northernmost, then the 51st Highland Division, then the 
New Zealand division, South Africans, and the British Indian troops with English divisions spread along the way. The 
battle started October 23 with two days of battle, then a couple days of counterattack, a stalled period, and finally the 
Eighth Army breakout forcing the Axis forces to retreat westward. Eighth Army had to negotiate through approximately 
500,000 mines the Axis forces had left in mine fields stretching three miles in depth. But the Brits had the Panzer  
armies on the run and battled them again westward all the way to Tunisia for the final Allied showdown. 

In early February 1943, Eighth Army entered Tunisia and stopped to regroup before attacking the Axis force 
waiting for them at the Mareth Line—the series of defensive fortifications the French had built before the war. 

These are two different covers 
for  the same film—a remarkable 
1943 documentary of battle film-
ing.  Four British cameramen 
were killed during the film’s mak-
ing; seven were wounded, and 
six were taken prisoner. Film also 
includes captured German news-
reel footage. The Battle of El 
Alamein was the turning point for 
ultimate Allied victory in North 
Africa. British Eighth Army was 
the initiating force in that victory. 

These are two different 
covers for  the same 
film— a remarkable 1943 
documentary of battle 
filming.  Four British  
cameramen were killed 
during the film’s making; 
seven were wounded, 
and six were taken prisoner. Film 
also includes captured German 
newsreel footage. The Battle of El 
Alamein was the turning point for 
ultimate Allied victory in North Africa. 

Prime Minister Churchill addressed the English Parliament with news of the victory at El Alamein. 
“Now, this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end; but it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.” 

Years later Churchill wrote in The Hinge of Fate (book four of his six-volume war memories), 

“Before Alamein, we never had a victory. After Alamein, we never had a defeat.” 

THE HONORED WAR DEAD IN THE CEMETERY AT EL ALAMEIN. 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH GERMAN MEMORIAL UNKNOWN SOLDIER An Egyptian plaque 
honoring all the war dead. 



 
President Roosevelt 
(in jeep) passes 
in front of flag  
honor guard. 
Carthage, May, 1943. 
 

President confers  
with General Eisen- 
hower and staff 
officers at dinner  
in Carthage. 

The American Cemetery at Carthage has the graves of 2,841 
American soldiers killed in the North African Campaign of WWII. 

December 22, 1942—Soldiers from  
9th Australian Division pass in review. 
Allied ground commander General 
Alexander gave thanks and praised 
them for their service at the Battle of  
El Alamein the month before. 

   TIME Magazine, June 28, 1943 wrote, “King George VI flew to North Africa last week  
to review victorious Allied troops and seamen. He reviewed British troops and troops of 
the U.S. Fifth Army, ate lunch with U.S. officers, joked, laughed, and praised the food.  
He visited battlefields, British and American cemeteries, hospitals, warships,  airfields,  
privates, and generals. Everyone seemed pleased with him. He seemed  pleased with 
everyone.”  Queen Elizabeth I accompanied the King. 

President Roosevelt came to Carthage, Tunisia for the May 20th 1943 parade to celebrate the end of hostilities  
on May 13th in North Africa.  FDR consulted with his military leaders, reviewed  troops, and honored the dead. 

Buck’s caption ► 
at the time.  

THE TUNISIAN CAMPAIGN (PART 2) 
After the Allies arrived in Morocco and Algeria in November 1942, their eastward movement had been stalled by  

the heavy winter rains and resulting deep mud. Reaching Tunisia in February 1943, they were positioned at the Kassarine 
Pass to stop the Axis troops who were being forced in their direction. It was at Kassarine Pass that American soldiers were 
shocked into battle. They were new to combat and the desert and basically lacked discipline and the instinct and training to 
do the necessary killing, not to mention lacking the leadership required for the task. On top of that they were being attacked 
by well-trained, well-led, very experienced desert warriors from Rommel’s Afrika Korps. 

Disaster was the result for U.S. II Corps, mainly the 34th Infantry Division. Many troops ran and were in disarray and 
panic from the desert blitzkrieg. As a result, General Lloyd Fredendall was relieved of command, and George Patton was 
brought up to take command of U.S. II Corps on March 6. Patton began to instill some much needed discipline. On March 
17, 1st Infantry Div. took Gafsa with little opposition. On March 20, 1st Ranger Battalion also had very little resistance at the 
oasis of El Guettar. On March 23, 1st Armored Division met an Axis force on the plains of El Guettar and destroyed thirty 
German tanks. The Americans fought well defensively. (This is reenacted in the acclaimed 1970 film Patton.) 

On March 26 at the Mareth Line in Southeastern Tunisia, British Eighth Army was able to flank an Axis force and 
put them in retreat. April 7 at the Battle of Fonduk, a joint Anglo-American operation, the U.S. 34th Division got a bad report 
from a British General who recommended they be sent back for more training. General Bradley appealed to Alexander for 
another chance—an objective for the 34th to do on its own—and he guaranteed that the 34th would achieve it. Overriding his 
other field commanders, Alexander listened to Bradley’s argument and finally agreed.  Alexander designed a training  
program for the Americans, starting them with small battles so they could build up some confidence.  

For the Americans’ part, training intensified in March as Generals Patton, Bradley, and Ryder trained the American 
troops harder and put them in action. General Bradley became commanding general of II Corps on April 15 when Patton 
was assigned to work on plans for the Sicilian invasion. General Bradley led II Corps from then on. The pinnacle of American 
success in North Africa came at Hill 609 (Long Stop Hill) where the U.S. 34th division redeemed itself by taking this important 
strategic point which was the highest point in the corps sector and which the Germans fought hard to keep.   
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North Africans ponder the future now  
that combat has ended. May, 1943. Partisans (irregular soldiers) in in North Africa, 1943 

Some of the  
military vehi-
cles used in  
North Africa. 
Left: British 

Mark I tank. 
Right: two  

German jeeps. 

Buck was in Algiers and got 
an evening off when Vivien 
Leigh came to entertain 
soldiers. An English actress 
best known  to Americans 
for her leading role in  
“Gone With The Wind.” 

Buck and other 
 Force 141 
planners of 
the Sicilian 

invasion were 
 working intense 

double shifts 
 before the 

landings which 
 began on  

July 10, 1943. 

 The Allied victory in North Africa on May 12, 1943 brought at least four changes in Allied confidence and 
strength.  Americans had been introduced to combat, and after a horrible beginning at Kassarine, they had been 
through an apprenticeship guided by General Harold Alexander—small skirmishes leading up to larger battles. Brit-
ish soldiers were more accepting of combat-experienced U.S. troops. General Alexander’s coordinated plan to over-
whelm the enemy and force surrender had worked; 250,000 German and Italian soldiers were now POWs in the Al-
lies ’hands. Many lives were saved on both sides by the strategy used to end to the war in Africa. 

General Von Arnheim, commanding general of the Axis forces, surrendered the last portion of soldiers on 
the night of May 12, 1943.  Alexander cabled Churchill, “Sir, it is my duty to report that the Tunisian Campaign is 
over. All enemy resistance has ceased. We are masters of the North African shores.” 

Now that the Tunisian campaign was over, members of Force 141 could get back to planning Operation 
Husky--the invasion of Sicily. On May 15th, Force 141 was absorbed into General Alexander’s headquarters staff; 
previously it had been part of Ike’s staff.  They had about seven weeks to plan, coordinate, and provide men and 
material in gargantuan quantities to two sites on Sicily’s coast.  Operations Torch and Husky were major amphibious 
invasions, unprecedented in history.  Still, Buck kept his buoyancy and sense of humor in writing. 
May 27, 1943 – Thursday eve.  Somewhere in Northern Africa. “My Darling: I only hope this arrives in time to keep 
my name out of a divorce court—‘Buchanan vs. Buchanan—non-correspondence’. Heaven knows you would cer-
tainly have sufficient grounds. The main reason for the delay is that I have just returned from a fairly extensive trip 
during which the opportunity for writing never presented itself. As usual, I’m not able to tell you any of the details ex-
cept that it was most interesting and I want you to be sure and remind me when I get home to tell you all about it. 
The trip included parts of Egypt and a trip to Malta, all of which I found most fascinating. So, remind me as soon 
as I get home, and I’ll proceed to charm you with romantic stories of travel and adventure.   
June 20, 1943 – Sunday eve.  “My Darling:  I’m sorry that I haven’t written more than weekly, but I’ve been terribly 
busy. Last night I made some mental calculations, and my work has averaged 14½ hours daily. I work, eat, and 
sleep. However, I’ll surely get back on schedule before long, and make some sort of attempt to redeem myself.”  

POST-TUNISIA, PRE-SICILY—BETWEEN MILITARY CAMPAIGNS 
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Below: the ruins of Syracuse—an ancient Greek city which had wit- 
nessed foreign armies coming and going for thousands of years. 
On July 10, 1943, the view  would include the Allied armies landing. 

Below: a shepardess watching her flock as the war goes around  
her…surreal contrast.   July 1943.  Mt. Etna is in the background. 

Below are daily working scenes from Palermo—an equally ancient Greek city on the northern coast of Sicily. August, 1943. 

Carabinieri a cavallo 
(policemen on horseback) 

A traditional and enduring  
Italian cook who now strug- 
gles with what limited ingre- 
dients are available to her. 

City transportation  
for the morning crowds 
en route to work. 

Early Christians buried in the  
catacombs when Christianity  
was against Roman law. 

Left: 
Allied soldiers 
in North Africa 
boarding the 
landing ships 
for the inva- 
sion of Sicily. 
July 9, 1943. 
 

Right: 
High aerial photo of 

invasion ships on 
 Sicilian coast— 

thousands of  ships 
coming and going 

and a few ships 
 burning after being hit 
by  German bombers. 

Operation Husky, 
July 10, 1943 

 

 The decision to invade Sicily after North Africa was made at the Casablanca Conference in January 1943.  
The Allied command expected the Tunisian campaign to be finished by mid-May and so planned for the Sicilian inva-
sion to be made during the full moon in July—July 10th that year. As a result, Force 141 was working day and night 
in planning. Two thousand Allied ships were involved in the initial landing, and 3,200 ships would be needed in all. 
 In his May 27th letter, Buck wrote: “You know by now the good news. The Germans are finally out of Africa, 
and everybody of course is rather elated over the fact.”  His letter written on June 20th was his last for five weeks— 
all his time went to planning the invasion. Then, on July 10th, 1943, the Allies landed on Sicily’s southern coast— 
Patton’s 7th U.S. Army on the west and Montgomery’s British 8th Army on the east. Both armies were under 15th 
Army Group commanded by General Alexander. Buck and 15th AG Headquarters were established at Cassible, 
south of Syracuse. As in North Africa, all of General Alexander’s staff lived in tents, including General Alexander.  

   He always believed in setting the 
   right example. He chose not to 
   sleep in a palace as General 
   George Patton did. Alex was a 
   real soldier and a leader. 
 

OPERATION HUSKY—THE ALLIED INVASION OF SICILY 

Left: Allied 
soldiers in 
North Africa 
boarding the 
landing ships  
for the inva-
sion of Sicily. 
July 9, 1943. 

Right: High aerial 
photo of Allied 

 invasion ships on 
South Sicilian coast —  

thousands of ships 
 coming and going 

 and a few  burning 
after being hit by 
 German bombs. 

 Operation Husky,  
July 10, 1943.  
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Sir Harold Alexander 
      (4-star) 
Commanding General 
      15th Army Group 
Cover: September 14, 1942 

George Patton (3-star) 
Commanding General 
     7th U.S. Army 
Cover: July 26, 1943 

Terry de la Mesa (2-star) 
Commanding General 
     1st U.S. Infantry Div. 
Cover: August 9, 1943 

Bernard Montgomery 
     (4-star) 
Commanding General 
     British 8th Army 
Cover: February 1, 1943 

Omar Bradley (3-star) 
Commanding General 
     U.S. II Corps 
Cover: May 1, 1944 

The Allied invasion of Sicily started on July 10, 1943 and ended on August 17, 1943.  After 38 days of fighting,  
the Allies had achieved four major goals: 1) Caused Benito Mussolini’s banishment; 2) Forced Italy out of the war; 
3) Cleared Sicily of Axis soldiers; and 4) Opened Mediterranean sea lanes. They also took 140,000 Italian POWs.  
Battle and malaria caused a lot of casualties on both sides. Within weeks, the Allies would land in southern Italy. 

THE SICILIAN BATTLE CAMPAIGN 

Tradesmen go about their daily lives…as they will continue when all the soldiers have left Sicily.  August, 1943. 

Below is an anonymous G.I. poem 
regarding one soldier’s experiences 
and perceptions in the Sicilian cam-
paign, but it speaks for many soldiers.  
The title is “PANORAMA OF SICILY”. 
Buck had a copy as scanned below. 
I’ve highlighted some verses.  This 
little girl seems the condition of many. 
Today’s actress Sophia Loren was there 
and  not much older than this little girl. 

Through Force 141, Buck knew and worked with all the generals pictured above. 

  At time of photo below, he had completed the North African and Sicilian campaigns  
in addition to being torpedoed before arriving in North Africa. Next would come Naples-Foggia. 

TOP FIVE ALLIED MILITARY COMMANDERS IN SICILIAN LAND CAMPAIGN  

A field photo recon. and interpretation unit—the newest 
and most important source for timely combat intelligence. 
This group was international and represented various Allied 
armies—a very cohesive team who well-understood their 
role and its importance in the war effort.  Their pilot landed 
on the closest airstrip. Film was speeded to the unit.  
Tent sides dropped quickly to make a darkroom. Film was 
developed and prints made, then interpreted for all spe-
cifics of beach gradients, vegetation, buildings, vehicles, 
troop strength, and any unusual actions or structures.  
Then Buck went to brief the commanding general and/or 
frontline officers. 

Left: The photo 
intel unit for 15th 
Army Group. 
Buck is front 
row, center, 
commanding.  
Cassible, Sicily 
September, 1943 

Below: Caption 
on back of 
photo. 



 Battle defeats at the Kassarine Pass in Tunisia (Feb. 19-22, 1943) showed green American soldiers and 
their leaders how much they had to learn about combat. The initiation was terrifying for the soldiers and their lead-
ers, all the way up to Eisenhower who was discouraged, disheartened, and without a solution. Americans pay hom-
age to the Ike icon, but they should remember that as commander of the North African campaign he was basically 
doing “on-the-job” combat training like the American soldiers under his command. 
 It was time to bring in a seasoned, confident, and competent warrior/ leader—it was time for General Sir 
Harold Alexander (“Alex”).  Prime Minister Churchill called on him during especially tough fights, where defeat and 
catastrophe were real possibilities—Dunkirk, Burma, North Africa. As military historian and writer Rick Atkinson said 
of Alex, “He was Britain’s most admired soldier and Churchill’s favorite general. His combat record over thirty years 
rivaled Hector’s.” (Hector was the best of the ancient Trojan warriors in their long battle against the Greeks.) U.S. 
General Omar Bradley, later a five-star general and chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, considered Alexander and 
Rommel the two best military leaders from World War II. Brave, modest, humble, capable—Alexander was the man. 
 Eisenhower was also impressed with Alex from the start. Just back from Burma in summer 1942, Alex and 
Ike had lunch and a first meeting at Ike’s HQ in London—his first command position. After lunch Ike told his secre-
tary (Commander Harry Butcher, My Three Years with Ike), “That guy’s good! He should be Commander-in-Chief 
instead of me.” Eisenhower could recognize military talent and ranked it accordingly. 

ENROUTE TO MAINLAND ITALY AND NAPLES-FOGGIA CAMPAIGN 

(Above) aerial photo of Rome taken April 4, 1943 leading to aftermath above on July 19, 1943. 

Gen. Pietro Badoglio, 1943, Corsica.  
replaced Mussolini as Prime Minister 
of Italy July 25, 1943.  On Sept. 8, 
1943, Badoglio and the King fled 
Italy, fearing German reprisals when 
they announced  Italy’s surrender to 
the Allies hours later. 

“LIBS” below refers to the USAAF B-24 Liberator— 
a medium range bomber.  “APPOINTMENT IN SAM-
ARA” was the title of a 1930s novel and refers to an 
old story about an unexpected appointment with death. 

OPERATION TIDAL WAVE—the bombing of the oil refinery 
at Ploiesti, Romania by USAAF bombers on August 1, 1943.  
A 2,000-mile round-trip from Benghazi, Libya, only 55 B-24s  
returned home from the 178 sent.  Also, 660 crewmembers lost. 
Worst single day’s loss for USAAF. 
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Buck in camp at Cassible,  
where the Italians surren- 
dered to General Alexander.  
Operation Husky was over. 
Now it was time for Italy.  
(Buck recently acquired a  
pith helmet against the heat.) 

 
Bill Mauldin shares some  
of the infantryman’s  
experience: 

“Dig a hole in your back-
yard while it is raining. Sit 
in the hole while the water 
climbs up around your 
ankles. Pour cold mud 
down your shirt collar. Sit 
there for forty-eight hours, 
and so there is no danger 
of your dozing off, imagine 
that a guy is sneaking 
around waiting for a 
chance to club you on the 
head or set your house  

“...I’ll never splash mud on a dogface again  
(999)….I’ll never splash mud on a dogface  
again (1000)…. Now will ya help us push?” 

on fire. Get out of the hole, fill a suitcase full of rocks, pick it up, put a shotgun in your other hand,  
and walk on the muddiest road you can find. Fall flat on your face every few minutes, as you imagine 
big meteors streaking down to sock you. If you repeat this performance every three days for several 
months you may begin to understand why an infantryman gets out of breath. But you still won't  
understand how he feels when things get tough."    --Bill Mauldin 

Some of the German defensive lines on the Allied  
trek north. The red winter line/Gustav line was 
the worst of battles in casualties and conditions.  

The Allies planned to land on the Italian mainland after the Sicilian campaign finished. Prime Minister Churchill described Italy as 
“the soft underbelly of Europe.” As Ernie Pyle later wrote, that “soft underbelly… turned out to be ‘a tough old gut.’” Some people 
commented that Churchill’s planning map must not have had contours on it.  Beyond the geography was the weather—1943-44 
was the worst winter in recorded Italian history—brutally cold, freezing rain, snow, ice, knee deep mud, with soldiers sleeping in 
holes in the ground or a little cave or a flooded tent, like Neolithic man.  

Bill Mauldin drew and described the infantryman’s long slog up Italy. He had been a ‘dogface’ and earned a purple heart. 
His cartoons (“Willie and Joe”) became very popular, and he was transferred to work for Stars & Stripes—the G.I. newspaper. 
Mauldin’s “Willie and Joe” illustrate the daily drudge and reality of the infantry. Two of the best books telling the infantry story in 
Italy were Mauldin’s book “Up Front” and Ernie Pyle’s classic “Brave Men.”  In post-war years, Buck greatly treasured those two 
books in his library. (And he humbly remembers his part in getting that title to Ernie.) 

The next Allied battle campaign was to be Naples-Foggia in southern Italy--Naples for its deep-water port and Foggia for 
its airfields.  On September 8, General Eisenhower announced that Italy had surrendered. On September 9, the U.S. Fifth Army 
began landing at Salerno. There was resistance with the landing under some fire but still from a distance. 

The Germans were disorganized for multiple reasons: the survivors’ retreat from Sicily; the surrender and efforts to 
disarm their former ally; the subsequent time to regroup. After a couple of days, more German divisions were sent south 

and mounted a strong counter-attack. General Mark Clark was now ashore with his troops but felt that the landing might have to 
be evacuated back onto the ships. Navy staff said that wasn’t feasible. General Alexander, commander of the Mediterranean, 
came to the beach under fire and had a talk with Clark saying that there would be no evacuation, we’re here to stay. And finally 
“We’ll work from there.” And they did. Getting much support from the naval artillery was a big help. More support troops also ar-
rived. Alexander then went miles on down the beach to review U.S. Army VI Corps’s Commander, General Dawley, whom Clark 
felt was not up to the strain. Alexander agreed and passed it on to Ike who officially relieved Dawley from VI Corps. By Septem-
ber 16, Salerno Landing was secure, and Germans were in retreat. 

On September 27, Foggia airfields were secured by the Allies. On October 1, Naples was also in Allied control. 

SALERNO BATTLE AND THE NAPLES-FOGGIA CAMPAIGN 

September 24, 1943 
Southern Italy, HQ, U.S. Fifth Army  
Left in shorts is General Sir Bernard 
Montgomery (“Monty”), Commander, 
British Eighth Army. Next to Monty is 
Lt. General Mark Clark, Commander, 
U.S. Fifth Army. Behind and left of 
Monty is a British soldier on guard  
(a Tommy with a Tommy gun).  
On this date, Foggia and its airfields 
were captured by the Allies. 

On October 1st, Allies captured 
Naples. Germans had destroyed utili-
ties, water supply, blocked the harbor 

with sunken ships, and 
 placed mines everywhere,  

on land and in the bay. 
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The “Union Jack” was the British equivalent to the American “Stars and Stripes” newspaper.  
General Sir Harold R. Alexander (“Alex”) was a true soldier as well as a proven and popular leader;  
he commanded all Allied soldiers in Italy.  This issue was dated May 13, 1944—the beginning of the 
final drive to destroy the Gustav line.  Column at far right is a final word from General Mark Clark. 
 

Newspaper is Irom 
Buck’s collection. 

Artillery is firing at town of Cassino from about five miles away.  Above, to the left of Cassino, 
is the Liri Valley, also termed “Purple Heart Valley” because of the very high casualty rate. 

Aerial view of Cassino during barrage. 

Above is Monte Cassino after 
February 15th bombing. The 
bombing itself was very contro- 
versial, but one allied commander 
required it before he would send 
his soldiers into the area. 

The “BOCHE” was a term  
used for the German soldiers. 

Above is German ma-
chine gun emplace-
ment, manned by First 
Paratroop Division. 

Cassino in ruins.  

The Naples-Foggia campaign was over, and the Rome-Arno campaign was beginning. This space is far too limited to give any descrip-
tion of the grueling eight months of brutal combat the Allies encountered on the drive to Rome. Scaling one mountain range after another, 
crossing raging rivers and deadly valleys—all under Axis eyes and guns from the high ground plus the worst winter in recorded history, 
and the Allies were fighting from south to north.  Napoleon had said long before, “Italy is like a boot. You have to enter it from the top.” 
That was not an option in this case. 

German Field Marshall Kesselring ordered the Volturno and Barbara lines defended in order to delay the Allied advance and 
buy time to prepare the crown jewel of defenses—the Gustav line with its center around Cassino. The Volturno line held until Oct. 12th 
when Fifth Army was able to cross the Volturno River  and hold the position. 
The Barbara line held until early November when the  
Germans fell back to the Bernhardt line where the 
allied suffered many casualties at the Mignano Gap 
and the Battle of San Pietro. At the Gustav line, there  
were four primary battles (and countless small battles): 
1. January 19, 1944 -- Crossing the Rapido River. 
2. February 15 – Aerial bombing of Monte Cassino 
    followed by infantry attacks.     
3. March 15 – Aerial bombing of Castle Hill, Hang- 
    man’s Hill and Cassino followed by infantry  
    attacks. 
4. May 11-12 – Heavy artillery barrage of Cassino                                                                                  
    followed by May 13 infantry attacks along the  
    20-mile front.    

Breaking the Gustav line cost many thousands of Allied and Axis casualties. 
 
Newspaper right is May 13, 1944 edition of “Union Jack” (British “Stars and Stripes”) 
for the troops. General Alexander, commander of all Allied troops in Italy, as well as 
a proven and popular leader, gives the rallying message for the final Allied assault. 
Block at lower right is message from General Mark Clark—commander of U.S. Fifth 
Army and subordinate to General Alexander.  

GERMAN DEFESES BETWEEN NAPLES AND ROME—THE VOLTORNO, BARBARA, 
AND WINTER/GUSTAV LINES.  THE BOMBING OF MONTE CASSINO. 

Newspaper is from 
Buck’s collection. 

CASSINO 

MONTE CASSINO 

Monte Cassino is the best defensive position in Southern Italy.  Nothing escapes its view. 
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Above:  Rolling, molten lava at  
2,500 ͦ F. snaps and burns thick 
telephone poles as though they  
were match sticks. Homes burn  
and disappear like pieces of paper. 

Mt. Vesuvius erupts — March, 1944 
(First eruption in 38 years.) 

 
Left: residents of nearby town wonder  
how severe the eruption will be. 
 
Below: a forest turns into a firestorm  
as the lava claims dominion. 

Above is Syracuse, Sicily—an ancient  
city witnessing yet another war in 1943.  

Caserta—the immense royal palace  
and grounds; captured by Allies 10/43. 

Caserta Palace reflecting pond with sculpted statues of the  
goddess Diana and her handmaidens when discovered by Ac- 
taeon who was changed to a stag and his dogs attacked him. 

1944 — 
The ghosts 
of Pompeii 
watch the 
eruption of 
the volcano 
which bur-
ied them in 
A.D. 79. 

During his first eight months in Italy, traveling from Cassible to Cassino, Buck had some respite from the seemingly endless busin-
ness of war. From Sicily through Southern Italy, there were many wonders to behold, just as there had earlier been in Ireland, 
England, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, and Malta. His foreign adventure had begun when he and U.S. Fifth Army Corps sailed 
on May 11, 1942 from New York to Northern Ireland on the Queen Mary. He would like to have been in Ireland “under different 
circumstances,” he wrote Bernice, “But half a loaf is better than none at all.”  Buck’s letters home were so adventurous that his 
sister wrote back, “Your letters are as good as any travel stories I’ve ever read. Everybody wants to read them.” His curiosity and 
desire to learn, to  mix and mingle with all foreign people and cultures, were traits which stayed with him throughout his life.  

In Tunisia, Italian soldiers had been the enemy. In Italy, he saw the populace in a new light—just regular people who had 
been caught up in their leader’s dreams of rebuilding the old Roman empire and then defeated. He enjoyed Italians and their       
special soul…fun-loving, charming, sincere—Mothers, Fathers, children, and the elderly.  He never wrote a bad word about them. 

Sicily was home to ancient Roman and Greek cities—Syracuse, Palermo, Messina…locations which had seen foreign     
armies come and go for thousands of years. To be walking in the haunts and footsteps of even more ancient mythological  
personages, such as Ulysses, Calypso, and Odysseus—to walk with the immortals was intoxicating. Crossing the Messina  
Straits to Southern Italy and its coastal steep mountain cliffs, grottoes, and crystal clear water…at times, hard to believe a war  
was  going on. 
 A week after Naples was taken by the Allies, the royal castle and estate at Caserta were also occupied by them. Built  
in the style of Versailles, yet even grander, the palace had some 1,200 rooms, not to mention a pond nearly a quarter mile long 
where General Mark Clark could land the small plane in which he flew to the battle fronts. The entire estate was a tribute not to 
Italian royalty but to the thousands of craftsmen and laborers who spent so many of their years creating it. The building had de-
graded a lot in condition and use. It was now cold, drafty, and filled with generations of fleas. One floor of the giant palace was 
used as a Headquarters (Hqs) for 15TH Army Group (AG). The 15THAG Commander, General Alexander, wouldn’t stay there and 
slept in a tent a couple of miles away. Being on General Alexander’s staff, Buck did the same. Alex had multiple Hqs along the 
front—he stayed available for line commanders needing counsel and to boost the morale of the men. Known to be very brave,  
he also set a good example. When serving as his aide, Buck went with him. Buck lived in a tent for over two years, often freezing. 
 Another wonder which Buck experienced in Southern Italy was the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius—the only active volcano on 
mainland Europe. It had been thirty-eight years since the last eruption, and now the molten rock was flowing and mesmerizing. 

BEYOND THE HORROR OF WAR—SOME BEAUTIFUL WONDERS OF ITALY 

PHOTOS AND POSTCARD BELOW ARE FROM BUCK’S COLLECTION.  ORIGINAL CAPTIONS ARE IN WHITE. 
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Left: St. Peter’s Square 
June 5, 1944 — less than  
24 hours after Mark Clark  
and U.S. Fifth Army en- 
tered Rome. This crowd  
was gathered to hear a  
message from Pope Pius  
XII, some reassurance  
after the arrival of the Allies.  
The day after this, D-Day  
took place at Normandy.  

Above: A welcome sign 
 for the Allies. 

Below:  The eternal  
Coliseum accepts another  
army, illustrated by all the 

U.S. military vehicles 
 out front. 

Left: Allied soldiers look into a Rome  
travel agency and dream of exotic trips  
away from war.  While another soldier  
who is worn out heads back to camp. 

German Gun Park 

  Above: The Pantheon was built in 126 C.E.  
  Buck’s caption above right shows his sense of   
  humor. He and another officer listen  to the  
  guide describe interior art.  

Above: St. John’s 
Basilica—the oldest 
church in Rome.  
Built circa 300 A.D. 

The final battle for Cassino was brutal for the Allies and German soldiers alike. The Germans not only had the benefit of the 
high ground, but they also brought in some of the best-trained soldiers in the world—the 
German First Paratroop Division…truly hard-core and unflinching in their determination to 
fight to the death. They had been shipped down from major battles on the Eastern front 
(Russia). After the Allied two-day continuous artillery barrage, the Allied infantry moved in 
along a twenty-mile front and fought steadily for five days and nights. As military historian 
Rick Atkinson noted in Day of Battle, officers “gobbled benzedrine”    to keep functioning. 
On May 18th, German Tenth Army finished a staggered withdrawal from Cassino northward 
to the next defense line while German Fourteenth Army was 
keeping the Allied forces at Anzio from breaking out.  The 
Pontine Marshes were a 300-square-mile malarial swamp be-
tween the Tyrhennian Sea and the Apennine foothills on the 

road to Rome. There had been attempts to drain them for 2,000 years by emperors and popes 
but to no avail. Mussolini’s (Il Duce’s) most noted achievement was the draining and regenera-
tion of this land in the 1930s. On May 4, 1944, some anonymous German commander ordered 
the marshes to be flooded again and all pumping was stopped and dikes destroyed. The point 
was to stop the Allied drive north. However, the German armies were also south of the marshes 
on that date. So, both Allied and Axis had to fight through those swamps on the way to Rome. 
Both sides had many soldiers disabled by the malaria they caught when fighting through there. 
 On the afternoon of June 4, 1944, General Mark Clark and Fifth Army entered Rome. 
The Germans had declared Rome an “Open City” as they retreated northward. Now, there 
would be a brief respite before the Fifth Army continued the campaign to the Arno and then 
North Apennines.  In Calculated Risk,* Mark Clark’s account of WWII, he wrote, “On June 8 the Pope’s liaison with Fifth Army 
arranged for me to have an audience with His Holiness. I took several of my staff along. We drove to the Vatican in jeeps, 
wearing our battle dress, and were escorted to the Pope’s chambers by Swiss guards in their historic uniforms.” Buck was 
one of those few staff members General Clark took along. (*Harper Publishing, 1950) 

BATTLING ON TO ROME AND THEN A FEW DAYS THERE 

Buck standing by a German ‘88’ 
after his unit took Cassino. The 
‘88’ was remarkably effective and 
perhaps the most feared weapon 
in the field. 
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Legion  
of Merit  
awarded to  
Buck by  
Gen. Lyman  
Lemnitzer  
(General  
Alexander’s  
Chief of  
Staff). 
 
General  
Lemnitzer’s 
later obituary 
is below. 

Receiving the M.B.E. was especially mean-
ingful to Buck. And to have it recommended 
and awarded by General Alexander was 
most important. This is a soldier at the peak 
of his performance being acknowledged by 
the soldier he considered the absolute 
finest. Buck wasn’t  alone in his evaluation 
of  General Alexander. Eisenhower would 

gladly have served under Alexander; Ike could recognize 
military talent. Further, in later years, General Omar Brad-
ley said that World War II produced two great military 
leaders—Alexander and Rommel. Six months after this 
ceremony, General Alexander was promoted to Field 
Marshall as Rommel had been. 

Legion  
of Merit  
awarded to  
Buck by  
General 
Lyman  
Lemnitzer  
(General  
Alexander’s  
Chief of  
Staff). 
General  
Lemnitzer’s 
later obituary 
is below. 

LEGION OF MERIT— Buck had recommended that 
his senior NCO (Master Sergeant Holly) receive this 
medal for his superior work yet didn’t know that he 
himself had also been awarded the medal. Buck is 
in center of below photo, MSG Holly to his left. 

New York Times obituary for General Lyman  
Lemnitzer, November 13, 1988 —  
“Gen. Lyman L. Lemnitzer, a World War II hero who 
later served as commander of United Nations forces 
in the Korean War, Supreme Allied Commander in 
Europe and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
died of kidney failure yesterday at Walter Reed Army  
Hospital in Washington. He was 89 years old….” 

M.B.E. (Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire) 
August 26, 1944 – “Somewhere in Italy.  My darling:   I hardly know how to start this letter. 
My thoughts are extremely incoherent, my brain appears to be numbed, and I appear to be 
bordering on a state of temporary derangement. I had quite a shock today which has ren-
dered even me speechless. I probably won’t recover for some time to come so rather than 
waiting until I return to a state of normalcy, I think I had better make an attempt at this letter, 
poor as the effort will probably be. 
        As you know, this past Spring I was awarded the British M.B.E. At that time the medal 
itself wasn’t available so only the ribbon was pinned on. In the meantime, the medal has 
arrived so at a formal ceremony this morning I was called front and center and General 
Alexander brought out the medal and pinned it on. It’s a beautiful medal, fashioned out of 
Sterling in the shape of a ‘Fleur de lis’ with the bust of King George and Queen Mary em-
bossed thereon. It is about two inches square and most attractive. 
        However, immediately after General Alexander stepped back, I was told to hold fast 
and out stepped an American General who proceeded to decorate me with the American 
Legion of Merit (our highest non-combatant award). He pinned it along side the British 
decoration; between the two medals, both of which are rather heavy, I could hardly raise 
my shoulder. I had no idea I had received the award until this morning so I am sure you can 
appreciate my being a bit stunned. 
        Incidentally, I noticed that they were taking quite a few news reel shots during the 
affair so it is entirely possible that in going to your neighborhood cinema some evening you 
will see your husband flashed on the screen….  Lots of love, Buck 

The Allied drive to Rome was completed on June 4, 1944 as part of Fifth Army entered the city. On June 5,  the Pope addressed a 
huge crowd in St. Peter’s Square to counsel and comfort them regarding the Allies arrival. 
Also on June 5, Buck wrote home about a healing walk in the country—“My darling:  I have just come back from a most enjoyable 
hike and have found a letter waiting for me—a V-mail of the 23rd—which has put the finishing touches on one of my better days, 
somewhat suggestive of having ice cream after a beef steak entrée.    It has been a perfect day for a walk—a bit too warm—but 
other than that, completely ideal. The sky was clear as a bell, the Italian sun lived up to its reputation, and I was in rather good spirits 
myself—all-in-all, an ideal suited trilogy.     It made me a bit homesick though. I wandered out in the country to watch the peasant 
farmers at work. Most of them have just finished cutting hay, and I stopped at several places to watch, just for the sake of the smell. 
I can think of nothing more suggestive of Indiana than the odor of new-mown hay. I saw quite a bit of young corn, about four feet 
high, and it seems to be getting plenty of water. The wheat is ripening up nicely, and it won’t be long before threshing time is rolling 
around. When it does, I think I’ll try to get a few days leave and join up with a threshing ring. (I don’t know why I wasn’t a farmer to 
begin with.) On the way back to work, I cut cross-country and wandered through some most attractive orchards, especially figs, 
cherries and olives. They have a dark cherry (nearly black) over here, and they are as sweet as 
sugar. I picked a handful and ate them on the way back. I can understand why the Italians back 
home make such good gardeners. They take such a pride in their work….”  
June 6th – Tuesday late night. Buck wrote, “My darling:   It is very seldom that I ever mention any-
thing having to do with the war in my correspondence. There are several reasons of course. First, I 
don’t think you would find it very interesting. And, secondly, I’ve never been sure just how much I 
could say without stepping on the censor’s toes.     However, tonight I think we can make an ex-
ception. Like us, you have probably heard over the radio that the second front has begun and that 
operations are proceeding according to plan. We out here are terribly enthused and certainly con-
sider this a red-letter day. As a matter of fact, I have visions of someday in the distant future when 
the baby is perusing through some of my letters to you, she’ll happen to run onto this one and bombard me with a host of pertinent 
questions.     We listened to the King’s [King George VI] speech tonight over the air, and I thought his remarks were extremely  
appropriate.”   On June 7, Buck had a chance to visit a number of the remarkable Roman antiquities. On June 8, he went with Gen-
eral Clark and a few other staff members to the Vatican and the Pope’s chambers where they were greeted by the Pope. Then, the 
Pope and General Clark went aside for a private conference. The Pope was concerned about how long the Allies would be in Rome, 
fearing that a long Allied stay might encourage airbombing attacks by the Germans. On June 9, Buck and the others were back on 
the campaign northward to the Arno River. By June 10, Civitavecchia, the port fifty miles north of Rome, had been captured. 

ROME, D-DAY, AND THE NEXT BATTLE CAMPAIGN 
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U.S. 3rd Division soldiers assembling on the 
Italian coast and waiting to ship out to Southern 
France for the second front in that area.  
Operation Anvil-Dragoon.  August, 1944.  

Just one of the peaks in the North 
Apennines. The Allies had to cross 
many mountain ranges in pursuit of 
the German Wehrmacht. Germans 
had the easier role of defending the 
high ground. When eventually overrun, 
the Germans withdrew to the next 
range. Some sentries without proper 
clothing froze to death in position while 
guarding the high mountain passes. 

The 100th Battalion of the 442nd RCT is being 
reviewed by Secretary of the Navy James For-
restal with General Mark Clark on left. Leghorn, 
Italy.  The 100th Btn. was made up of Nisei 
(second-generation Japanese-Americans) from 
Hawaii. The other soldiers of the 442nd were 
Nisei from the continental United States.  All of 
the 442nd fought hard to prove their loyalty to 
the U.S., and they were exceptional soldiers.  

Buck represented Fifth Army 
during an awards ceremony for 
members of the famed 442nd 
RCT which included the 100th 
Btn. Buck was most impressed 
with the unit’s bravery and skills. 
They had the highest number of 
purple hearts of any army unit.  

An honor guard of MPs from the all-
African-American 92nd Division wel-
comes General George Marshall, Army 
Chief of Staff. Right of General Marshall 
is Major General Almond, Commanding 
General of the 92nd Division. Gen. 
Clark is walking behind Gen. Marshall.   

In a  5 Dec. 1944 letter home,  Buck enclosed a picture of 
his new friend. Dogs were also war refugees when areas 
were destroyed, and they wandered into camps. They 

could aid in healing soldiers and providing 
some kind of hope and normalcy. 
“Somewhere in Italy,  My Darling: ...What 
do you think of my dog? He’s a dandy, 
isn’t he? We are inseparable companions, 
except when someone else comes along 
wIth food. His name is ‘Poisson’, and he’s 
full of fire and always on the go. It is very 
funny to see him come charging into the 

Mess. He comes prancing in like a steed—first on his fore 
legs and then on his rear legs.” 

Notes in a letter after a year of tent life. 
“14 January 1944 — Somewhere in Italy   My Darling: 
I can’t understand this weather over here—one minute 

it’s colder than blazes, and the next 
you have a downpour of rain. I just 
about had this cold whipped, and  
all at once here it comes back 
again. I poured some water out in 
my helmet last night which I was 
going to heat this morning for shav-
ing. This morning, the helmet was 
full of ice.  Actually, it was more 
mushy than it was solid ice, proba-

bly because weather turning warmer sometime during 
the night when the rain started. Tonight, it will be solid 
ice again…. Tents wouldn’t be quite so bad if we had 
some decent heating fuel. Unfortunately, the only thing 
available is a local substance called ‘lignite’ which is 
nothing more than wood slightly petrified and which 
burns extremely quickly. I think Hoff and myself are 
going to have to start taking turns in getting up to  
fix the fire.      Much love, Buck”    

THE SEQUENCE OF STEPS AND SUPPORT IN PHOTOGRAPHIC  
INTELLIGENCE.  THE FASTER THE INTELLIGENCE GATHERING,  

THE MORE ACCURATE THE ASSESSMENT FOR FRONTLINE UNITS.   

Section’s crew of mechanics who 
maintained their photo recon.  
airplanes. (Note casual slant of  
some hats.) 

Major George Umbrecht Jr. 
sitting in P-38 Lightning.  
German anti-air-craft shot up 
his plane during photo recon.  
run, and he belly-landed.  
His skills earned him the  
Distinguished Flying Cross.  

Unit’s jeep which Buck had  
named for his daughter 
(“DEDE ANN” under the 
windshield). Driver rushed 
film back from airstrip to 

Buck in front row center with 
staff in front of the photo intel 
tent. Here, the film was devel-
oped, prints made, ground  
situation interpreted for signs 
of troops, equipment, etc. 

Photo prints taken to commander. 
(Ref. to “141” means Force 141.)  
From left: Buck; General “Tooey”  
Spaatz (Commander U.S. Strategic  
Air Forces in Europe); Elliott Roose-
velt (son of President Roosevelt and 
also working in photo recon.); 15th 
Army Group Commander-in-Chief 
General  Alexander; and Brigadier 
T.S. Airey (Alex’s Chief of Intel). 

Commanding General  
Harold Alexander briefs 
staff on The Big Picture. 

On June 6, 1944 (D-Day in France), Buck wrote his wife from Rome, “You have 
probably heard over the radio that the second front has begun. We out here are terri-
bly enthused.” Allied Armies Italy had been fighting for eleven months straight and 
needed some relief from being the only European combat front. Unfortunately, half of 
the Allied troops in Italy were then sent to France for another invasion (Operation  
Anvil-Dragoon) two months later. That left the Allied soldiers in Italy at half strength 
yet they were expected to maintain the same level of combat moving Northward.  
The war of attrition between the Allies and Axis forces in Italy had already created 
many thousands of dead and wounded. Public attention was directed to D-Day 
France, and Italy became the “Forgotten Front” regarding media attention.  
 In Italy, British Eighth Army captured Florence on August 5, 1944.  

ON TO THE ARNO RIVER AND NORTH APENNINES CAMPAIGN 

U.S. 3rd Division soldiers assembling on the  
Italian coast and waiting to ship out to Southern  
France for the second front in that area.  
Operation Anvil-Dragoon.  August, 1944.  
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A LEAVE—Feb. 19, 1945, Buck waited on the airfield tarmac with  
a few others getting long-awaited leaves.   The small C-45 plane 
would take them to Rome, then a connection to England and on  
to the United States. After nearly three years overseas, he was 
getting a leave to visit his wife and daughter. He was jumping with 
joy. At the absolute last minute, another officer from his unit drove 
up in a jeep and bumped him from the flight. He smiled and said, 
“Sorry Buck old boy, but I’ve got priority. I’ll say hello to your 
family.” (They didn’t live far from each other in Indiana.)  Buck was 
furious. As the plane took off, he was still standing on the runway 
fuming, probably cursing the general. The plane had lifted off and 
was over 400 ft. up when one of the engines suddenly caught fire. 
The plane lost power and came crashing down close by.  Buck saw 
his friends inside, but nothing could be done to save them. Less 
than a minute later, and it would have been Buck on that plane… 
and I, his son, would not be here. Years later, General Clark men-
tioned this incident in his WWII book Calculated Risk. He wrote, 
“It was about this time we suffered a painful calamity. My Cub pilot, 
Major John T. Walker, had a fine combat record and had been 
decorated on more than one occasion for bravery. I decided to 
send Jack home for a couple of weeks’ rest, along with some other 
members of my staff who had seen long service in combat. I never 
will know what happened, but a few minutes later a terrific crash 
indicated there had been an accident. I rushed to the airfield only 
to see his plane in flames. The heat was so intense that no one 
could get near it. Jack, as well as his companions and all the crew, 
had been killed instantly. We took him back to a cemetery near 
Florence and laid him to rest among so many of his comrades who 
were paying the great price for our victories.” As I write this in Octo-
ber 2013, I want to add, “Rest in peace, John. And, thank you.” 

Right is General   
Clark’s15th Army 

Group Tactical liaison 
Staff. Buck is third 

from right, front row. 
Right there were 

sixteen nations/armies 
within the15th Army 
Group. And most of 

those are represented 
here as seen in the 
variety of uniforms. 

FORCE 141  2nd Reun-
ion dinner—Force 141  
planned the Sicilian 
invasion per order from 
the Casablanca Confer-
ence. After Sicily, the unit 
continued with 15th AG 
on the long fight up the 

PROMOTION— 
Left, with his promo-
tion to Lieutenant 
Colonel at age 31, 
Buck was one of the 
youngest LTCs.  
Potential for promo- 
tion always increases 
in war. He simply 
phrased it, “Right 
place, right time.” 

 
During February 1945, Buck received three tributes for his long  
and valued service: 1) A second anniversary dinner for Force 141 
(planning of the Sicilian invasion);  2) A promotion; and 3) His leave 
finally approved after nearly three years overseas. Ready for takeoff, 
destiny saved Buck’s life by a hair. Account follows at right.   

SPECIAL DELIVERY FOR GENERAL CLARK 
During his leave in South Bend, Buck made a side trip to Indianapolis to visit his 
sister Ethyl and to pick up a package for General Clark from some friends—Dr. and 
Mrs. McCormick. The gift was a box of candy, and the doctor also handed over a 
very special bottle of whiskey for General Clark. Buck’s leave was soon over, and 
he took a train to New York for the flight back to Italy. That flight was delayed, leav-
ing him and two other officers in New York for the night. They wanted to make a 
celebration of their last night before returning to the war zone, but it was Sunday 
and no alcohol was sold. Pondering their situation, all three sets of eyes finally 
settled on the bottle of whiskey for General Clark. Without a word, Buck did the 
unthinkable. Slowly and carefully, he took off the label and then the cap. Their final 
night on the town was enhanced with a bottle of rare whiskey. The next morning, 
before the flight, he went to a liquor store and bought a bottle, though the only 
available whiskey was a very cheap, inferior brand while General Clark was expect-
ing some nectar of the gods. Anyway, Buck refilled the original bottle, and resealed 
it as best he could. Yet, he was very nervous about the truth being discovered. 
Arriving back at Hqs in Italy, the plan was to drop off the gifts to General Clark’s 
aide and quickly leave. However, Clark was in and had two other Generals sitting 
with him. He welcomed Buck back, asked about Dr. McCormick, and smiled as he 
looked at the long-awaited bottle. The General continued looking at the label, and 
every second seemed like an hour to the worried Buck. Then Clark said to the other 
two generals, “Gentlemen, we are in for a rare treat.” Buck turned to leave, but 
Clark told him to have a seat and added, “Buchanan, you brought the bottle back, 
and you deserve to have a drink with us.” Clark then poured four small glasses and 
handed one to each person. Buck was sweating bullets in fear of being discov-
ered...and the consequences. All four of them took a slight drink and considered it. 
No one spoke, and Buck was about to faint from the anxiety. Finally, General Clark 
said, “Now, that’s good whiskey!” And the others nodded in agreement. The relief 
for Buck was beyond measure. As he told me the story, he winced to think what 
could have happened if the truth of it had been discovered...maybe to lose the hard-
earned promotion he got earlier that month, or spending all of his time on the front 
lines. Buck was lucky...and now very grateful. 

   REUNITED — a couple and a family.       A vet answers the kids’ queries. 

Returning to Italy, Buck received a letter  

from the wife of a friend who also served  

on FORCE 141.             March 30, 1945 

A LONG-AWAITED LEAVE BEFORE THE LAST CAMPAIGN 
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Above: General Von 
Senger surrenders  
the German Tenth 
and Fourteenth Ar-
mies to the Allied 
Forces. War in Italy  
is over May 2, 1945. 

Left:  
August, 
1945 
Home 
at last. 

Ann at home in South Bend with her two 
grandmothers and her grandfather. 
 

July 17, 1944 

I’m sure that Buck was much affected by his friend Ernie’s death. He never 
spoke of it to me. In all the times Buck spoke to me of Ernie over the years, 
it was always about a humorous incident. Buck’s anecdotes about Ernie Pyle 
would always begin affectionately with, “Ernie was a funny little guy….”     
The day of Ernie’s death, Buck was in the middle of the Po Valley  Campaign. 
In later years, when Buck spoke to me of Po Valley, he always had a solemn 
look, probably remembering all the death and suffering he had witnessed 
there. It was the Germans’ last stand in Italy—the Wehrmacht’s Alamo. 

April 16, 1945—Po Valley  German prisoners taken in Po River 
Area and being marched to the rear 
of Fifth Army lines. 

April 25, 1945 —Near 
Brenner Pass & the Alps. 

Sister Ethyl wrote on May 15, 1945, “...Incidentally, Mr. B, you’ve become a terrible celebrity— 
it’s not a question of whether you’re in the papers any more, only on which page you will be 
found…. I think the real Victory Day will not come until all the boys are back home; that’s the real 
Victory. But at least this is a step…. I called Mrs. McCormick about the candy, and she said she 
had received a letter from General Clark thanking her for it and telling her you had given it to him. 
She was very nice, and seemed to be quite sorry that she hadn’t met me and that she hadn’t 
been able to have us all for dinner, especially you. She liked you very much (but then who  
doesn't).”    Again, all’s well that ends well. I was the only one who knew the whiskey story,  
and it took many years before Buck even told me. By now, I believe even General Clark would 
get a kick out of the whole episode. 

THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR 

April 1945 brought a final flurry of battles in Europe. Buck was back in Italy by the end of March and joining Fifth Army for the final 
push north. The North Apennines Campaign was over on April 4. The Spring Offensive and Po Valley Campaign were soon to be-
gin. Buck had sent a cable to Bernice noting his safe arrival back in Italy, but there would be no more letters 
from him until it was all over. Now, all his efforts and energy went toward the Po Valley Campaign. 
April 12, 1945 brought the death of President Franklin D. Roosevelt and immense sorrow for the people of 
the U.S.  FDR had been President for twelve years and inspired the people through the Great Depression, 
starting with his powerful national address, “The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.” He was the most 
important President of the 20th century. 
April 18, 1945 was the date of death for beloved war correspondent Ernie Pyle who was killed by a Japa-
nese sniper in the Pacific.  Buck and Ernie were fellow Hoosiers and friends who had first met in Northern 
Ireland in July 1942 at the beginning of it all. They met again in multiple countries and started each conver-
sation with talk and news of Indiana. 
April 18, 1945, Wednesday Evening —Bernice wrote, ”Dearest Buck,  The news of Ernie Pyle’s death came 
over the radio at 10:30 this morning.  How sorry I am.   He was surely a brave man to go on this last trip to 
war, after repeating so often in his articles that he didn’t want to go. Everyone liked him, I’m sure, and after 
reading his articles for years you couldn’t help but feel like you knew him. Of course, you did know him, and 
I’m sure you will be sorry to hear the news.  I do think he took quite a few chances, something I hope you 
don’t do.  His death really upsets me and makes me want to warn you all the more to be careful.” 
     Earlier in that letter, Bernice mentioned Ann’s question to her, “Why did Daddy have to go back to Italy?”  That was still hard to 
explain, at least  
to do so without 
crying. 

PO VALLEY—LAST CAMPAIGN BEFORE THE GERMAN SURRENDER IN ITALY 

July 17, 1944—Nine 
months before Ernie was 
killed by a sniper on Ie 
Shima in the Pacific war. 

Ann at home in 
South Bend, Indiana 

with her grand-
parents and her 

great grandmother. 

I’m sure that Buck was much affected by his friend Ernie’s death. He never 
spoke of it to me. In all the times Buck spoke to me of Ernie over the years,  
it was always about a humorous incident. Buck’s anecdotes about Ernie Pyle 
would always begin affectionately with, “Ernie was a funny little guy….” 
 The day of Ernie’s death, Buck was in the middle of the Po Valley 
Campaign. In later years, when Buck spoke to me of Po Valley, he always had 
a solemn look, probably remembering all the death and suffering he had wit-
nessed there. It was the Germans’ last stand in Italy—the Wehrmacht’s Alamo. 



EPILOGUE 
The joy of returning home to his beloved wife and daughter fueled Buck as well 
as millions of other returning veterans. Within two months of his return, I was 
conceived and then born on July 18, 1946. (That was cause for celebration!) 
Buck’s joy and optimism grew with his growing family. During the war years,  
his technical knowledge and leadership qualities had flourished. His self-
confidence grew through experience. The army wanted him to stay in service, 
and they were willing to give him the same rank he had during the war 
(uncommon tribute). Buck’s career path was now being plotted by the  
Generals—that was the path to high level command. 
 At the War Department in Washington, he took an Advanced Strategic Intel-
ligence course and excelled. Next, he was assigned as a faculty member at the 
Command and General Staff College (1946-47)—a top professional army officer  
assignment. From CGSC, he was sent to the Army Language School (now 
DLIWC) to study Russian. Then, back to Washington and the Pentagon to work 
on Soviet Military Intelligence. He was in Washington D.C. at the height of the 
Cold War when Senator Joseph McCarthy started the witch hunt for commu-
nists in the U.S. Army and State Department. (Also when Secretary of Defense 
James Forrestal jumped from a 6th floor window at Walter Reed Hospital and 
killed himself.)  His next assignment was in the thick of the Korean War, at the 
infamous Koje Do Prisoner-of-War camp. Again, the world waited to see what 
would happen there after General Dodd was taken hostage. 
 During his career, Buck often found himself at the epicenter of U.S.  
and world history events.  It was his destiny. 
 This year—2013—is the 100th birthday of Buck and Bernice.  

 
  
  

So ends part six of this family’s jour-
ney in WWII.  Forced apart by war for 
three years, their letters carry the lov-
ing spirit which helped them cope.  
Some photos and an occasional 
package—those which escaped U-
boat destruction—were their lifelines 
to keep hope alive. They served and 
sacrificed with many millions of peo-
ple world-wide as the future of the  
entire planet hung in the balance. 
 What’s next?  Their full story will 
be told through hundreds of letters, 
photographs, and other historical 
references in “Buck & Bernice” 
to be published in early 2014. Copyright © 2013 by Heydon Buchanan. 
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